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PREF.ACE

The constantly

broadening

demands that material

be carefully

attention

be given to preparing

student.-

The following

that would increase
portant

feature

recitation.
class

work at all
merits rather
Justification

is its

beginning

than by filling

definite

but suggests

with class

up in full

statefonn.

dealing

skills

and many discarded.
of students

they can draw correct

conclusions.

is adaptable
that

with

and fundamental

'

Many experiments
,.

can get accurate

of Idaho,

is

experiments
have been

used are experiments
results

and from which

to acknowledge the members of the staff

Chemistry Department of the University

a

and which

principles

• and varied
many

Those,finally

to all

for any class

work and assignments

course is chosen.

wishes

does individual

is given in the section

on which the majority

The writer

the

with.the

of blanks on a printed

than one which provides

from which a laboratory

with class

as possible

Each student

makes no claim to a manual that

much more effective

One im-

the form of the manual.

manual planned and correlated

tested

as nearly

manual

be somewhat familiar

work.

in a series

procedure

work.

he makes are written

to be used with any text,

carefully

will

laboratory

times and the reports

aims to teach certain

it_ to the

and presenting

very close correlation

the student

methods used to determine

classes,

chemistry

ever increasing

of laboratory

are timed to·follow

so that

The writer

and that

material

the effectiveness

for this

to general

study was made to develop a laboratory

Experiments

problem before

assigned

selected

this

of the outline

discussion

field

Southern

of the

Branch, for

1V
many of the expe riine:flt s developed
and especially
suggestions
~

testing

Provo,

Dr; Junius

Larsen

and· cri t'icisms

..

.·

.

'

..

here

and· used(~ tli very little
change,
'
and Dr. Albert E. Taylor for v~_luable ..

. '"

in Jthe wri tin'g of other

experiments

-tand -in

many of them.

·"'-.,,.

Utah

Berne P. Broadbent

,\

..

.,..,.. \
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INTRODUCTION
The past decade has seen considerable
general

chemistry

laboratory

being waged o~ such issues
methods,

short

fill-in

procedure.

A continual

as· individual

versus

answer form versus

for various

curriculum

gr·oups versus

the content

problem of what to include

effective

on some of the above-mentioned
• This outline

in which complete statements

the stand taken

a final

answer

as a step tci'ward more effect-

of indiv!dual;work

., three

are required

at University_

selecting

program on experiments,
was carried

which repeatedly
Just what results
of objectives.
work in a first

College with' a view
as compared to

students

·worked to-

the value of the short

as compared" to
. , the more formal report

Later

laborat~ry

and finally,

manual which

and to jµstify

begun at Gila Junior

vations.

statement

a laboratory

Also, to determin~

answer type of report

question

_section,

and wnat can best be omitted.

but is suggested

the effectiveness

on experiments.

experiments,

sectioning

..

in which two or, in rare instances,.

f.ill-in

fonn.al report,

procedure.

to determining

gather

is

issues.

The work wa·s originally

that

controversy

is not in any sense to be considered

to the problems involved
ive laboratory

directed·at

group or demonstration

one general

The purpose of this. paper i:s 'to present
has proved to be reasonably

critic:i.sm

for."-all answers and obser-

of ..Idah"o, Southern
anct individual

out in order.to
failed

eliminate

Branch,

a testing

answers within

(~l)

suggests·obJectives'

course of general

chemistry

or -

.,

results.

are expected might best be explained
Sheerer

the

any experiment

~o produce the desired

and

by a

of
at· college

level

I

,vfi

from a survey of 299 representative
emphasizes

essentially

In chemistry

college:s

the objectives

laboratory

observ~tions

stated

of the.observed

should:

to make accurate

draw logical
facts

His list

below:

work the student

(a) d'eveloP' the ability·

and universities.,

observations,;.:.from

conclusions,

and write

(in a broader·sense,

these

a clear

develop

report

scientific•

method),
(b) develop skill
~

instruments

in th"e use of simple scientific·

and 'ability
and laboratory

(c) develop habits

"apparatus,

of ~ccuracy,

hon~sty,

liness,
new. knowledge. '·

..

.~

The degree to which ~hese objectives
accomplishment.

Student

.,

interest

are realized

will measure

.

and ~espect. ,for· laboratory

be found to be directly

_proportional

work will/

to the confidenc·e

has gained in his own ability.

the student

Finally,
students

and order-

,.

( d) acquire

in most cases,

self-reliance

additiohal'

9:.better

experiments

understanding

work.

A review of final

points

that

The Thesis

papert·ha~

(Part Two) In.B.Y
be· presented

it will

be printed

.-a·s "a unit

tor ,,use in the laboratory

Branch.

revealed

could be~strengthe~ed

is devided int<? two parts

to give

of the semester's

..,

outline

Idaho, ·southern

1.... •

of certairi_phases

examination

in some instances

were added in an attempt

certain

weak

by new experiments.

in order that

the ..complete~

in the same form in which .
classes~at

University

Of

viii
HISTORICAL
An abundance

of material

iments for laboratory
from a review

work in General

of literature

that

improve ways of presenting
experiments

used to teach

the

attention

of recognized-

in the use of laboratory

has been done to

the value

on the que'stion

apparatus.

that

of demonstration

maj_ori ty of testing

which fail

importance:
.

of various

Most of the work; which

work and the great

j

of exper-

It seems, however,

little

same principle.

indi v'idua:l laboratory

objective

Chemistry.

or to test

done has been done by written.tests
tory

in the nature

surprisingly

material

has been done has centered
versus

is available

to measure one .laborais,

Consequently

development

of skill

the results

obtained

are not very enlightening.
Horton and Smith (8, 9) made a study relative
in 1928.

Their work is significant

formance tests.
here stated,

While their

of this

method of

measuring

chemistry

3.

2.
those

better

Contrary

individual
larly

in part.

two year investigation
achievement

were:

in elementary

for

At the conclusion
pupils

than those

method of laboratory
st~dents,

may be somewhat better

as

Some of .the final

vis.,

measures

acquisition

course

of

in beginning

instruction

do co~sis-

who have seen the experiments.performed.

to the conclusions

superior

on the question

chemistry

of a laboratory

vm.o have had individual

per-

1. The customary

the outcome of but one major objective:

information.

tently

they did use actual

work vm.s not directly

it do.es seem to be relevant

conclusions

chiefly

because

to the question

of many previous
instruction

while~the

for students

investigators,

is superior,

particu-

lecture-demonstration

of the

the

lower intelligence

method
levels.

ix
Degering
effective

and Rennner (5)

as laboratory

but ~hat

concluded
.

~

labora~ory

work for·the

demonst'ration

mastery

work is essential

is as

of theoretical

where laboratory

Ad.ams (1) states.,

to be deve~oped~

that

'.!The controversy_

material.,

technique*

is

over th~ me"rits

<

of the
still

individual

labora_tory

,v;ersus

the

go,es on.,. with' ai-gumen~s on both

Cook (4) f'ound that.,
investigators
ticularly
study

for

the

individual

the

superior

is necessary

attainment

~Contrary

student.

to obtain

of the

generally

sides

to ..the
method

still

11

•

is superior.,

He concludes

accepted

ve.

of some. previous

of instruction

devices·

laboratoz:y

.incd.nclusl

conclusions

n

.better

demonstration

par-

with.,· "Further

to measure

the· student's

aims and objectives

of laboratory

.work."
work nas been done by the

Considerable
laboratory

manuals.,

..

..,

to ·whicn various
'
all wer~ written.
·•bining weiglits,

experiments

for

first

mentioned.

..tion.

:;,,hen siudents

example.,

tin

found

in teaching

in the

a fact

degree

for which

law of definite

experiments

ar~ ~requently

combinations

of copper

the

exact

La.boratory·technique
·
See page vii.

found

in

and sulfur,
yet_ the

certain~y

can not te·ach definite

propor-

and third
results

~ram their

and com-

and ~ead ahd chlorin~.,

vary as much ' as 30% in their

do not give

proport~~n

and oxygen.,

combination

The second

-~

the

which utilize

page xiv).

*

succeed

In teaching

and oxygen.,

l~d to expect

is wide variation,

of the many

'

·laboratory.manuals
magnesium

but there

authors

combinations·

that

discussions

these

determinations.
are· better

beginning

of definite

is an' important

laboratory

but

chemis·ts
proportion.

objective.

(See
still
have 'been
They

\,

X

fail

to see· anything

definite

a.bout results

which can vary 307~1 or

even 7%~
The literature
experiments

rewea.ls very little

from the standpoint

regard5:ng manual .form.
shorter-forms
the teacher

have less

of' growing dissa.tis_fa.cti,on
elementary
ical

courses

evaluation
,,

of eifectiveness.

been done to choose
This is also true

The aim. seems to have been to prepare

in order that
shall

that,ha.s

the student
to Fead.

shall

There is-evidence,

with the results

and in recent-years

cover more topics

of labo~atory

ari increasing

ever
and

however,
work in

amount of crit-

can be noted.*

* la.

.:

PARTONE

PRELIMINARY
TESTING

xi
Th"'EOUTLINEFORM
In an attempt
form a testing
later

carried

to ansvrer some questions

program begun at Gila Junior
on at University
t

to answer two questions.

Idaho,

of

First,

well together

it is obviously

College

the manual

in 1932, and

.

Southern Branch,. endeavored

do students

ively as each does when doing individual

concerning

work together

work?

a substantial

as effect-

If' they do work as

saving in desk space and

material.
In testing
laboratory

to determine

sections

with a total

averages

on mid~term and final

indicate

achievement·..

laboratory

the value of individual

laboratory

.

laboratory

lems as accurate

work.

weighing,

Laboratory

weights

and volumes in metric
which call

units

similar

for ju~ging

with a total

students

of 183 students,

in nine sections

experiments

ins'pecting

apparatus

estimating

the same instructors
and lecture.

same for recitation

were varied

amounts, glass
Students

while 204

The same manuals and

for both. groups and were taking

sections

bending and
in eight. sec-

from time to time.

The distribution

sample

given in labora-

were used by both groups at the same time,

manual and experiments

recitation

such prob-

worked individually

worked in pairs.

work

included

to those

tests.

not final

80~ written

it for correctness,

working,. and "ma.king simple quantitave
tions

tests

Group

were used to

grades,

included

assembling_ apparatus,

assemb,led and .checking

instructions

examinations

Examinations

already

tory

were used.

Note that- only examination

grades were-·used,.

and 20% actual

of 387 student~,

work seventeen

into

both

Students

had

the same class

sections

as for the laboratory

although

was not the

work, however.

(

,

xii
Examination

averages

for both groups are broken up into percentage,

ranges _which are sho~m·on the.chart
•.

40%

-

,30%

20%

,;/

/

)1,1

/

u.,

?)0,8

below~

,,,

-

')l,'5'

'',

''

,,
'-<""-.
'·

8.9

0~
90-100

~

while th'e solid
The results

a slight

line

to students

individual

might have received

in pairs

work the average was

report

form as effective·as
the student

shorter

..

below 50

"'

who worked in

doing

individual

about 5%who failed

when

grades in the,60% to 80%
j

•

;:~,The average of the ,grades for

was 72.6%.

For those,

mentioned earlier

made by students.

doing individual

concerns

formulates·complete

statements

report

in recording

·and more widely used in recent

'

in which
observations

Although the value of the formal report

r=e•cognized (Bogert 3) the questionnaire

seen from an examination

! ,.

the form of·:\the .

Is the short answer questionnaire

a more formal type of written

and answering questions?
generally

s:r

74.sc;.

The second question
laboratory

.

whose gr8:~es are above 800,h., For those

range had they worked in.di vidually,
students-working

- - - - -'d

or group work makes only.

grade range it would app·ear that

working with others

"·'

~

in each range)

grades of students

that

- --

•1-

50-60

shows grades of tho~e

indicate

difference

below this

represents

~

60::-70

Grade ranges
show percentage of students

The broken lint

work.

.

70-80

80-90

(ordinates

pairs

'

~-

100/4~/

✓

years.

of manuals publishea

is

form has become
This can readily

before 1940.

be

Since

"l:

xiii
that

time there

is evidence

The testing
above.

procedure

followed

•A group of' 182 students

while those
naire

of 'increasing

in nine sections,

to record

ments complete

all

not seen the experiment

75.9%.

described

used formal -'reports

196 students,

used the question-

Those using the formal type were

observat~ons
they

and answer all

questions

could be understood

in state-

by anyone who had

instructions.

The examination
type of report

to that

in e~ght sections
totaling

enough so that

in the formal type.

was similar

form of the same experiments.

instructed

interest

grade average

f'or those

was 70.7%, while those

The questionnaire

using the questionnaire

making the fo~l

group completed

an average

report

averaged

of 24.6 experiments.

An·avera.ge•of'

23.1 experiment::/ was completed by the form.al report

Examinations,

however,

The findings
Its

content

of those

skills,

fundamental

teaching;

third,

a laboratory

examination

new laboratory
these

or reversing
In other

papers

to discover

In some cases

(e.g.

adapted

guide
to. labor-

m~de up of the topics

any general

and laborand

to overcome some of
the adding

seems to have given the necessary
in class

thus

weak points,

Chemical equilibrium)

the emphasis has been applied

a care-

as a recitation

were added in an.attempt

of' an experiment

cases

second,

A study was then ma.de of both class

experiments

weaknesses.

was made

in the Study Topic and

of' Idaho South,

outline

manual.

which Uliquestion-

were chosen soni.e which seemed best

chosen was put into use.
final

a list

work of General ·chemistry;

(2) used at University
topics

first,

and preparations

listed

for both groups.

the form for this

sources:

principles

in the laboratory

and from these

atory

determined

study was made of the study topics

Supplement

atory

above described

has been drawn f'rom three

ably belong
ful

cov-ered the work of 25 experiments

group.

and lecture.

help.

:x:iv
EXPERIIrlENT
TESTING
With the table
material

to teach

titative

experiments

thus made up, the selection

of contents

the various

topics

experiment

lllade.

weights

will

so another

considerably

reported

a tin

combination
bination

was much greater

and results

than below.
Students

understanding

acid).

· This improved

but students

frequently

%.

of as much as 7

was tried.

and more varied,

and

The error
with errors

Next, a

in this

com-

up to 30%

The.;_e_quivalent weight qf copper being found to run

sulfide

showed errors

tests,

with an error

of copper and sulfur

a suf'ficient

with nitric

as indicated'by

anywhere between 40. and 62.5,

tried

type

metals was first

using combinat'ion of tin

experiment

equivalent

commonly found.

as cupric

of the

show methods used on this

using hydrogen displacement-by

oxygen 11vasadded (tin was oxidized
results

conclusions

of the development

This· did not seem to give the student

of the topic

of students

and draw logical

account

Quan-

(See page 17)

An experiment

used.

results

detailed

A

on equivalent

of experiment.

began.

were judged good only if the majority

could produce reasonably·accurate
from ob~erva.tions

most effectively

of

thus indicating

was being formed.

that

cuprous as vrell

Lead a.I?-dchlorine

proved more satisfactory.

were next

The majority

of students

of less than 5%, with more answers above correct
This high error

were not careful

proved to. be due largely
-

enough when preparing

weighing and some oxide was not·removed.
heated the lead chloride
was made by direct

flame.

course it was felt

that

,Also,

value

to two faults.

lead samples for
studentsoften

over-

when·the final

drying to constant

weight

Si~ce this

exper?Jllent comes early

it should be workable enough to build

in the
self-

...

_conf:fdence

in ·the student.

over heating

the

'

weighed

r

;

they

were now given

calculations.

.

the weight

tell

[ 'Whether results

-

Where stud~nts

and, asked to report
could

.

samples

a.gain.

sample before,

; structor

end a caution

was inserted

the form
' ,,.
had. begun by·weighing
a

to change

a sample

~f lead

of tmknown weight
·,

ch~oride

produced.

lead vre:i'.ght, ._by a::simple

from the

result

was satisfactory

the

The in- ..

cal.culation,

vrere a~curate .. enpugh to ha;e, the·.student
If the

on

were made u.p and carefully

This ma.de it necessary

storeroom.

..

lead

To this
and"'the

sample

of the ·_experim~~t

t
1

in t~e

xv

pr~ceed

student

with

was given

I

'. the

lead

weight

and allowed

; changes

in eTfect

, error.

Work vri th an error

r

..

advruitage

t·
; to alter

twhat

weight

periment

75% of the· students

is found
figures

in this

because

of lead

calls

lead

~ through
lt

J f?,r

this

experiment

vrith

began with.

students

tended

This

problem

the

than

to that

to follow
.
'
forced

will

.

used

not be tempted
the

report

of the

in the

through..

the

them to think

problem ~s

2.5%
An added•

question

as was shown by a raise
of 4.3% after

less

after

The final

similar

With these

is. not accepted.

have ,no idea· until.

students

more carefully,

calculation.

report

metho'd in that

for a calculation

caicu·lations.

the

of 4% o.r over

they

they

It was added pecause
for

to complete

.

in the test

ex•

experiment.
,

form given
the

process

average

added.

r

'.

.t

..'

xvi
Those experiments,

perform

the

tion.

laboratory

.

An equal

•

ment in their
grades

the

The groups

experiment

the

grade ·averages·.
•. Similar

ratory

test

to fndicate

are

..

experiments

and testing

,vere tested.

from the

tests

In an effort

added as a source

material

chlorate

present-

gave a final

labo-

grade-average
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LABORATORY
OUTLINE

Laboratory

Chemistry l

Procedure

After providing yourself with required
box) carry out the following procedure

1.

equipme~t (see list
in numbered order •

in bulletin

.,
Make out class-roll
slip.on back of loan slip.
Give name, curriculum
and section number. Hand slip to instructor
now.

2.

Copy Table of Contents (from Laboratory Outline, page 2) to page 1
and 3 of your notebook.
Leave two columns on right side of page
blank.
(See sample in lab; bulletin
box.)
If pages in laboratory
notebook are not numbered, you number them in ink now.

3.

Read pages· 3, 4, 5, and 6 in Laboratory

4.

Copy Laboratory Regulations
on pages 4 and 5.

5.

Obtain locker assignment from instructor.
·(window_in hall) for key.
,..

6.

Check equipment in desk against equipment list (from desk or storeroom) by placing-all
equipment on desk top and checking each item
off as it is placed in locker.
Get missing equipment from store~
room by asking for it.
No loan slip is needed until desk.equipment
set is complete.
When desk1s completely equipped, sign list and
hand it.to
instructor.

7.

Begin experiment No. 1. Use notebook pages 6 and 7.
box for examples of write-up.)

(from page 7 in Outline)

PLEASE LEAVE ALL COATS AND CAPS IN HALL,

WINDOWS.

Outline.

· Take this

in notebook

to store-room

(See bulletin

NOT ON TABLESOR IN LABORATORY

2
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Preparation
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Valence of a Metal by Displacement
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of a Pipette
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Equi~alent Weights and Standard Solutions
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Titration
of NaOHwith HCl
21.
Kinds of Chemical Change
22.
Preparation
and Properties
of Hydrogen Sulfide
23.
Carbon and Carbon Dioxide
24.
Determination of Solubility
of a Salt
25.
··•. Preparation
of Potassium. Nitrate (Recrystalization)
2 6•·"·!
Water and Hydrates
27.
Formula of a Hydrate
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Preparation''and
Properties
of Chlorine
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of Halogens
30.
Preparation
and Properties
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28
30
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INSTRUCTIONS
FOR LABORATORY

STOREROOM
SERVICE
To obtain apparatus from the storeroom,
loan slip and present it at the window.

Fill

it

Fill out the slip
out fully.

fill

out and sign a

before going to the window, not at the window.

Apparatus obtained by means of a temporary loan slip (blue) must
be returned the same day. Penalty for not returning apparatus on
time. is a fine of ten cents.
Semi-permanent apparatus must be returned to the storeroom when
the experiment for which it is required is completed and approved by
the instructor.
When necessary reagent bottles are empty, take them to the storeroom window and have them filled.
(Loan slip' is not required.)
."'-,P

Do not develop the habit of robbing your neighbor's
desk when your
own reagent bottles are empty. Keep the properly numbered bottles on
your desk.

4

GENERAL
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Each student is responsible
for the application
of these
instructions
throughout the semester.
They should be referred to frequently, in order that they may be kept in mind. Review also the preceding information on storeroom service.
Your purpose in taking this laboratory work is not only to gain
a knowledge of miscellaneous
scientific
facts, but to acquaint yourself
thought.
with methods of scientific
All scientific
work is based on a few simple principles
which
must be understood and practiced:
·
First - The most fundamental principle
of scientific
work is careful observation.
One must train one's senses to observe all that happens;
the shade of color, changes in physical state, the rise or fall of tem~
perature,
the odors, sharp, pungent, acrid, pleasant,
choking, irritating.
Second - The principle
of accurate recording.
Having noted what
happens in a test tube, one must be able to record these changes so that
anyone not present at the time may be able t.o reconstruct· them. One must
be able to put down concisely and accurately
just what one has observed no more and no less.
This calls for complete statements,
and of course
involves a thoughtful consideration
of words''used· in such recordings for
words are our only means of communication.
Third - The principle
of accurate interpretation
of your results.
You must understand what your results mean if you are to draw from them
of
the proper conclusions.
If you are in.doubt as to the correctness
your conclusions,
ask your instructor
for an explanation before proceding further.

t-'"

Pa'ge numbers
2. (R) means consult Holmes, "General Chemistry".
\w111 usually be given.
(S) means consult the supplement.
(Instructor)
means consult instructor
before continuing the
experiment.
(Locker) means that the material menti"oned will be found in
a box of chemicals in your locker.
(Shelf) means that material is in a bottle on'the side shelf.
(Desk) means material is in your desk bottles.
(Storeroom) ·means obtain material from the- storeroom.
3. Each student is advised to keep a clean t"owel in his locker.
Washing powder, also, is helpful.;
4. Never taste chemicals.
Use the hood (ventilated
cabinet) for
reactions which produce fumes. Do not point test tubes at your neighbor
or yourself.
Do not place your. eyes over or under chemicals.
Keep y9ur
desk clean.
In case of contact with acid or base, ivash well with water
and report to instructor.
If acid is spilled on clothing,
neutralize
it
with ammoniumhydroxide.
Any personal injury should be reported to the
instructor
immediately.
,
5. Keep_chemicals free from co~tamination and do not spill or waste.
If too much is taken from a reagent bottle,
do not return the surplus.

5

Discard it.
Avoid talcing too- much·. Liquids should be poured into a graduated, cylinder.
Solids should be poured on a sheet of paper on the rough
baiancie (not the analytical
balances)•
Do not put fingers or objects into
reagent bottle, but rotate the bottle slowly to control the pouring of
solids.
Hold stopper while pouring.
Replace stopper and immediately
Do not set it down elsewhere.
Do not take rereturn bottle to shelf.
~agent bottles from side shelf to your desk. If empty, take bottle'to
storeroom. to be filled.

a

6. The following regulations
are intended to help the student to
keep adequate and reliable
notes on his vrork. The habit of doing this is
or technical
valuable to any person who is to be engaged in professional
work.
l

(a) ·In general,

use·the

following

{Right hand page)
.
'

(Left hand page)
Sketches of apparatus
Equations {red pencil)
Calculayions
(use logs)
Tabulations
Supplement·ary memoranda may
also be recorded h~re 1 and are
of great~r value than if hidden away on some back page.

It space is insufficient
tinue on next lert·hand

fonn for notes:

con~
page.

'I:

Name of experiment
(Center. of top line)
Experiment No.
.. Date begun
( on red line) ·· (Any observations
made at later date
should be ..so dated)
Observations

and conclusions

This includes all measurements,
weighings, etc.-, final results
derived, and answers to questions.
continue
If sp~ce,is insufficient
hand page.
on next.right
i

r

Use no other paper tlian your notebook at any time.
'

~-.f-

(b) Never have notes of two different' experiments on the same
. .
.
page or "on pages. which··face 'each other.
. · ( c) · All notes are ..to be made in ink.· Never ·use pencil.
(d) - Instructions
and q~estions need not~be copie~.
Malce observations and calculations
and draw conclusi'ons.:"' An observation should
be_ recorded in your notebook immediately at the 'time 1 t is made~ not at
r
some more convenient time later.
(e) With the instructions
for each experiment-is
a series of
numbered questions~
These will serve as anoutline for ybur notes.
Many.of these call for observations,
and these should be recorded immediately when made. ·0.thers ask for calculations
and conclusions,
and
period.
these may be postponed if reached. at''the · end of a laboratory
They should·, however, be taken up promptly· at.'tlie' beginning of the next
laboratory period.
Direct questions,should
be answered in complete

,

~

6
.•

.

short

sentences, _never with just "yes" 0:t' "no". .
(f) Distinguish
clearly between observations
(what you actually
see) and conclusions
(what you think this·means).
Neither is a suitable
,
..,
substitute
for the other.
·(g) Date all notes.
When start1ifg ·an experiment,
date tlie .heading on, the· ri·gb.t hand· page.
If, the actual performance of the experiment
beginning of th~
is not completed on that day, write the new'date at.the
later.::ob serva ti ons.
7. Use small amounts of reagents when. the quantities
specified.
Unless otherwise specified,
use-dilute.
s~lutions.
trated
solutions
are so labeled.}

are not
(Concen-

l
s. Discard waste liquids in the sink and wash 9-ow1Lwith tap water.
Use enough 'water to prevent damage by strong chemicals.
Solids should
~.-.!!Qi be put in the· sinks.
Waste cans are provide~ for soli4.8°•

9.

Read instruct.ions

carefully

before

beginning

an experiment.

·,

..

·-

·.

.,

.

.
1.

'
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LABORATORY
REGULATIONS
(To be copied on pages 14 and 5 of Lab.Notebook)
and at the"close of-each
Roll is.'to be called. at,.the·beginning
laboratory period.
A miss of'
roll call, i:f unexcused, will be counted
one-half' absence.
At the second miss of roll call an absence will be
If a student is out of' ,the laboratory for any reason when the
reported.
fail to report the fact ' to the instructor
roll is called he should·not
.
in charge.

o·na

Notebooks or laboratory
outlines arEI.,under .no condition," to be
in.the drawer
taken away from the laboratory.
These are to be available
of"' the student's
desk at all times.
..,,
I.,

Absolutely no. paper is· to be .used in the ·laboratory other tllan
that in the notebook, either.for
taking ~otes or for making calculations
on quantitative
experiments;
Pages must under no c<:>ndi
tion be, torn, out of a laboratory notebook •
.Neither should anything ever be erase~ • .Any error in writing should merely
be marked out neatly with a single line 1 and.the correction
written in below
-:
'
or above the discarded portion.
.....

' "'
Each student~should mak~ sure that his name and,desk
number are on
the outside-~cover of both the lab notebook,an:d the lab outline.
-

~

.

-~"\ .
"'.:"

It is very important that the student shall record what he actually
observes, not what'he.may think'he should ob;e~ve.
An observation
should
be rec.orded immediately at the time it is made;, not at some more c·onven· All statements should be made in complete sentences,
;~
ient. time later.
telling
just what is observed and under what conditions the observation
was made·~·
The notes on each experiment are to be submitted to the instructor
as soon as the experiment is finished·.
Save results of all experiments
the instructor. will
until the experiment is accepte·d. ·1r satisfactory,
sign his initials
plainly ·tmmediately below the last not·~ recorded.
The
student may then consider the experiment completed.
Credit will not"be
'given for its completion unless so chec~ed by the instructor.
Each student

is expected

to carry

out all

work independently.

Laboratories
are to be considered as.c"iass-rooms,
and a quiet,
studious atmosphere should be maintained in the laboratories
during th_e
Unnecessary talking or confusion of any, sort will not be
class periods.
allowed.

8

EXPERIMENT
l.

BUNSENBURNER

Examine your burner.
Clean it.
Oil \he threads.
Close the air
Adjust the gas supply
holes at. the base, connect with gas line. ·and light.
.to make the flame about 2½ inches high. ·Hold a porcelain.dish
in the flame
for about 10 seconds and note the deposit which forms.
Answer questions ( l) and ( 2).
.
~
The laboratory gas supply is made up of hydrocarbons ( chiefly
butane).
A hydrocarbon is a compound of hydrogen and carbon.
There is
Read (R-410-411). 1 Answer questions
no free carbon in the gas supply.
(3) and (4).
'
,
Starting with a luminous flame (air hoies closed) gradually open
the air holes and note·changes in flame.
Look for the different
zones
described in Holmes. Finally,
open the~air holes fully.
Turn off the
gas.
Answer questions (5), (6), and(?.).
~.,
Close the air holes, light and adjust height of flame as before.
'Gradually open the air holes until the flame~
is non-luminous, but not wide
enough to cause striking back. Hold a porcelain dish in the flame as beparts of the
fore.
Hold a fine,. iron wire ( storeroom) in ti1e· different
flame and.note differences
in temperature:
Try holding a match head just
above the ..tip of the burner.
.
Answer.questions
(8), (9),_(10),
(11), and (12) •.
Sketch (left hand page} burner with non-luminous flame. Label the
parts.of
the burner.
Mark the parts of the flame A, B, etc ••
Answer questions (13) and {14). Show your notes to instructor.

r

QUESTION~
{Write answers on right

hand pages only)

What is the-color of the flame when air liol~s, are closed?
Describe the deposit on the dish.
What is "cracking"?
{R-410)
Nametlie substance deposited. on the dish and explain its presence in
the flame.
(R-410-411)
{5) How many. zones can you detect in the flame?
.(6) What changes take place in the appearance of the flame as the air
hol'es are opened?
·
·
(?} What happens '.to the flame vrhen the air holes are opened wide?
(8).· What substance is present in the luminous flame and not in the nonluminot1s f.lame?
(9) Which flame is better for laboratory heating purposes?
Why?
(10) What is the chief source of light in the luminous flame? (R-411)
(11) Vfuere is the hottest part of the non-luminous fiame?·
1
(12) Where is the coldest part?
..
(13) Onr"th·e'; basis of. the reference {R-410--411) state what is happening
in each zone"labeied in-your sketch.
.
(14)-Summarize what you have observed regarding each of the zones labeled
in your sketch •• (Your own obseryations
only.)
(1)
(2f
(3)
(4)
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GLASSWORKING

EXPERIMENT 2 •

..

Begin this
~-the instructor.

experiment.,only

Practice.,glass

working

after

you have had a demo~stration

as follows,

using- scrap

Bending.

•.

.

.

tubing:

.

....

by

,_ "'
,
-

Use burner with flame spreader: attached.
Hold the-tub'e ··lengthwise of the flame.
Revolve. the tube. slowly but practically'
continuously to make ·all sides he.at alike.
Keep the po.si"tion of the tube
adjusted
so that heating is uniform along a fairly
long portion
of the tube.
Heat until soft.
Remove from the flame and·bend in
the desire_d shape.
Lay on wire gauze to cool.
(Do not place ho't
glass directly
on desk top.)
Cutting..
Using a, triangular
file·, make a single scratch crosswf~e on 9ne ·•
side of the tubing~
Grasp with both hands, with thµmbs meeting"
opposite the scratch.
Break with a bending, pulling motion~
Fire polishing.
·p1ace · the freshly
cut end of· a tube in the hottest
part
:£:(old.until the sharp end becomes
of .a -flame "and rotate. slowly.
smooth.
Drawing.
Holding tubing in both handsheat,.a
short _section of it (rotating
tube) until thoroughly
sort: "-Withdraw from flame and at
_once pul·l the two ends,-apart.
Cut and ,fire polish.
( A nozzle
can be prepared in this way.)
~-"' ,
·'

~

....

Prepare four pieces of glass tubing,
a stirringprod,
and a wash
bottle,
as shown in the following ·sketches •.. • Obtain gl1;ss from· stor
~room after you have practice~
on. scr~p tubing.
~~·

,f ''

c:::======='=~=c=""=·=::::::==========l=i.

7.,,,. .

t

. -~

: I~

---------1'"'

•.
cu.t

he.r-e

ri
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I~

Sc..,,~

"
IE.

1

,o

C.t'V\• ----

.._\

'
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Note that the bend shown inside
the wash bottle
must be made after
in the cork stopper.
The holes in the cork
the tube has·been inserted
stopper
are made by the use of a cork borer (storeroom).
The rod which
is a part of the cork borer serves (1) as a .·handle for the borer and (2)
out of the borer tube after use.
Use the 'corto push the cork cuttings
rect size of borer, cut straight
and smooth, and be sure that your cork
wooden block (storeroom)
that neither
desk nor cutting
_
is set on
Dimensions used on ail glass ·work nE:ed be.\only
'edge will be damaged.
approximate
measurements.·
To insert
the tube in a stopper,
hav·e the tube cool.
Wet the end
of the tu.be or the stopper and insert
wi"th a turning ·motion.
Grasp the
tube cl9se' to the cork while ·doing this.;
It is safer to hold the glass.
tubing in a towel, to avoid danger of a bad cut.
it two thirds
full
Wash the completed wash bottle
and then fill
Use distilled
water in.
of distilled
water (red tap. at sink near door).
ali experiments
when water. fs specified.
In cieaning, apparatus,
first
and then rinse with. very small porwash W:ith tap water (not distilled)_,
tions of di.stilled
water.
One. wash bottle
full of distilled
water should
last you two or· three weeks.
Stirring
rod may be made from a~ glass rod (storeroom).

a

so

NOTES

.

.,

\"

Sketch wash bottle
and piece~ of tubing
on. right hand page".
-..
Answer questions
•
Present
notes·· and wash bottle
and tubes
approval.

on-left

hand page of notes.

"" .

r

to the instructor-

for

Q,UESTIONS;,

(1) What difference
(2)
(3}

would it have made if

'

the fl~e
C

'-

spreader

been used?
What is 'the purpose of fire polishing?
"Why is.distilled
water specified
for use in, experiments?

r

had not
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EXPERIMENT3.

THE METRIC SYSTEM

Record measurements on right hand page. Make calculations
on left
hand page, using logs.
Record results of calculations
on right hand page.
Using a centimeter ruler, measure the length of a 6 inch test tube,
the outside dimensions of a match box and the inside dimensions of a gradRecord fractional
parts
uated cylinder (up to the top of the graduations).
of a centimeter as decimals.
Calculate the volumes of the match box and cylinder (¼1Td2l) in
cubic centimeters.
Using the graduated cylinder,
measure the volume of the test tube
when full.
Also note at what height the water stands in·the test tube
when just 10 ml. of water are added. It will prove convenient to remember this.
Shake 20 ml. of water·with 5 ml. of solid sodium chloride (shelf)
·
until dissolved.
Measure the volume· of the solution.
Practice estimating small volumes ( 2 to. 50 ml.) in .;arious containers and check yourself by measurement until you are accurate within
2~.

.

Do the same using weights (1 to 10 g.) until-you
of accurate.
Sand (shelf} and platform balance (shelf)

are within 50%
may be used.

Q.UESTIONS
"(:(,l)
; ( 2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Length of test tube _____
•
x
x
• Volti.~e______
•
Dimensions of match box
Dimensions of graduated cylinder (~to
graduation mark top only)
...,
diameter
~, length ____
, volume.....,.
__ •
(measured with graduated cylinder)
Volume of test tube ____
Volume of sodium chloride ____
•
Volume of water ________
•
•
Sum of two above _______
.Volume of solution ______
•
(R - 702) One centimeter equals how many millimeters?
One inch equals how many centimeters?
One liter equals how many millileters?
One liter equals how many cubic centimeters?
of a tank whose dimensions are:.
Calculate the volume in liters,
350mm. high, 78.6 cm. wide, 1.12 meters long.
Make sure that answers to all calculations
as to units and names (i.e.,
26.2 ml. test

are completely
tube.)
·

labeled
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EXPERIMENT
4.

USE OF THE.ANALYTICAL
BALANCE

Do not use the balance until after you have attended a lecture on
the subject.
Make sure that the balance is in perfect condition.
Call
the instructor
at once if it is not.
Your name is posted on the balance
you are to use.
Before bringing anything in contact with the pans, make sure that
Dust the pans with a camel's hair brush before
the beam is arrested.
using.
Weights should never be touched with the fingers,
as this will deUse forceps.
(caution:
Some students touch
crease their accuracy.
weights in the box unconsciously while using the forceps.}
Determine the empty pan difference
as follows:·
With the balance
door closed and the rider at zero turn the screvi attachment in front of·
the balance case carefully
to the left,
releasing
the beam and pans withIf the pointer fails
out a jar, and causing the pointer to swing gently.
to swing at least 4 scale divisions
both to the right and to the left of
, ,the zero point, arrest the beam gently when the pointer is approximately
at zero.
With the pointer swinging smoothly four to six divisions
in each
direction,
record _two successive swings ( left first)
and arrest the beam.
Readings on the· ·left ._hand side of the zero point are given the negative
sign-~and those on 'the right hand side the positive
sign.
The empty pan
difference
is the algebraic
sum of the two successive readings.
example:
readings -5.3, +5.8; empty pan difference,
+o.5. All readings are taken
with the balance door closed.
(See form for notes.),
Recheck the empty pan difference
of your balance, show your·notes
to the instructor,
and obtain from him a porcelain dish to be weighed.
Record its number in your notebook.
Clean and handle the dish as describ·
ed in Exp. 7.
Weigh the dish in the following manner:
Recheck the empty pan difference.
(It may have changed.}
(Do not
destroy previous notes, but merely record the new observations
below the
others:)
Next, with the beam arrested,
place the dish on the left hand pan
of the balance.
The dish must be clean and dry. To protect it from
~oisture and grease use a crucible tongs in transferring
to the pan. Now
place on the right hand pan the weights which will most nearly counterbalance the dish ~nthout exceeding its mass. Begin with a weight which
is too large, th~n try the n~xt smaller, etc.
until you find the largest
single weight vmich can be used. Leave it on the pan and proceed in a
similar systematic manner t·o find the next largest weight which can be
used, and so on. (When trying a weight, place it on the pan and cautiously release the. beam just enough to show which way the pointer tends to-move.}
After all required weights have been added, the final adjustment is made
by the use of the rider,
in the follo~ving manner:
Close.balance
door and adjust rider so that the mvings of the pointer indicate
approximately the same difference
as with empty pans. Re.cord
sivings of the point and "difference".
(See form for notes.)
t\VO successive
.Arre·st the beam and read the weights on the pan. Record their total
by the rider.
(Do this immedia~ely, on
weight plus the weight indicated
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the right hand page of the notebook record of the experiment, in this and
all future experiments,
whenever a weighing is made. Your notes should
be an original
record.
The weights may be added mentally,
or on the left
'hand page, but in either case make the permanent record of the weighing
on the pan.)
In reading the rider we always
while the weights are still
read the scale to the nearest milligram and estimate to the n~arest tenth
of a milligram.
(Examples:
0.0017 g.; 0.0099g.)
After the sum of· the weights (plus rider reading) has been recorded, it should be verified.
This can be done by adding mentally the
amounts represented
by the empty spaces in the weight box.
(An additional
check can be made as the weights are returned to the weight box.)
Make a third weighing after
Make two weighings of the cold dish.
heating the dish again.
Allow it to cool somewhat, then weigh it again before it has cooled to room temperature.
Explain the difference
in weights
observed.
Leave the balance in order (beam locked, pans empty, door closed,
weights and forceps in box, b~x closed).
Report results
to instructor.
Keep the di~h for use in Exp. 7.

NOTES
(1)
(2)

Make a sketch of the weight box ·on left hand page ·of your notebook.
Label each space with the denomination of the weight in that space.
If there are empty spaces for weights below 10 mg., mark (x).
Record your results
in the following form on the right hand page:
Empty pan swings

difference

.

+0.6
40.6

-4.1,
+4.7
-:-5.2, +5 •.8

Wt. of dish No. 12
First weighing

-4.8,

+5.3

Second weighing
-5.5,
+6.1
Third weighing

(warm)

-4·. 9, +5.4

Note that
(3)

only one weighing is required

Using the back of a discarded
in the following form:

+o.5

1.5413

+0.6

1.5412

+0.5

1. 5371

on the warm dish.

loan slip_, make out a report

ticket

These reports
The report form is found on the following page.
alwa~s to be handed.in with notebook for approval.

are
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Report for Experiment No•. 4
Y{_eightof dish No. 12:,
1st weighing.
• 2nd" weighing •
3rd weighing=

.
Oct.

i.5413 grams_

1.5412.

"

1.5371

"

.

(warm)

John Smith

14,. 1946

;

• QUESTIONS

' (1)
(2)

( 3)

List precautions
one sh;uld take in using an analytical
balance and
weiglits properly.
.,
.
"
.
What causes.the variations
in weight in the cold and warm-weighings
o:f the,-di·sh ?_
Could you get a constant weight on a.warm dish?'Explain
why•

..'

' .

*-

,,. -~''

,,

....
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EXPERIMENT 5.

PHYSICAL
.ANDCHEMIC.AL
CHANGE

To detect solubility
of a.given substance in a given.solvent,
shake a very small amount o~ the substance with about 5 ml. of solvent.
If the result is not conclusive,
filter
and evaporate the filtrate
to
dryness.
(For furthe~ proof, one can evaporate to dryness an equal
volume of the unused solvent, and compare the two residues.)
When a substance is in solution its individual
particles
cannot
of the presence of
be seen. Even a slight cloudiness is an indication
matter not actually dissolved.·
The term filtrate
refers to liquid which has been passed
through a filter.
The term residue refers to matter left after any
given treatment.
For example, the residue from an evaporation is the
matter which has failed to evaporate.
The residue from a filtration
etc.
is the matter left on the filter,
The component parts of a• solution are called the solute and
the solvent.
A solution is any homogeneous mixture of two or more
substances.
,
Warning: Carbon disulfide
is volatile
and highiy inflammable.
Keep far from flame, and flush any left over portions down the drain
with plenty of water.
Test potassium nitrate
(salt peter) (locker),
sulfur ( shelf)
and charcoal (shelf) for solubility
in water and in carbon di sulfide
(sto~eroom).
Answer question (1). Use very small amounts of solute
(pinhead size) to begin with, adding more as it d'issolves.
Gunpowder consists· of the three solids ID:entioned above. They
can be separated by means of their different
solubilities.
Do this
Shake with
with about 1 gram.of gunpowder (storeroom) as follows:
10 ml. of warm water.
:Filter through filter
paper which has been
folded twice and placed in a funnel.
(Ask,instructor
to demonstrate.)
Dry the residue by heating,(sand
bath) on a labeled watch glass.
Evaporate the filtrate
to dryness on another watch glass on a beaker of
boiling water.
Extract the first residue with carbon disulfide.
Filter
and let the filtrate
evaporate spontaneously •. Examine the
and answer questions' (2) to (7).
three residues,
Prepare a compact roll of copper turnings,
about 0.3 cm. x 4 cm.
Heat about 1 g. of powdered sulfur to boiling in a dry test tub'e, and
drop the roll of copper turnings in it.
Let cool ana.·examine the roll.
Answer questions (8), (9), (10).
Save all results
until your notes have been approved.

NOTES
Show equations for all chemical reactions
hand page).
Answer questions,'on the right hand page.

(red pencil,

left
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Make the following
notebook:

tabulation

Aonearance
Potassium
Sulfur

on the left

Soluble
water?

in

hand page of your

Soluble
carbon di
sulfide?

Other
nronerties

Nitrate

.

-

-

Charcoal

Q,UESTIONS
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(?)

What was extracted by the water?
Will water mix with carbon disuifide?
Why was the first residue dried?
What was extracted by the carbon'disulfide?
What remainediin the filter
paper after the last extraction?
Is gunpowder a comp~und or a mixture? (S-3?) Explain.
Can gunpowder be made from sulfur, charcoal,and
salt peter
without a chemical change?
(8) Compare the original
copper with the part that shows the greatest
changes.
·
(9)' What evidence is there that the product is a compound?
(10) Has there been a chemical change?
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EXPERIMENT 6.

LAWOF DEFINITE PROPORTIONS

(all semi-permSecure a ~ inch watch glass, and glass triangle
from the storeroom.
Use the dish weighed in Experiment No. 4.
Record the results
as indicated below. All weighings should be
recorded on the right hand page when made, and in the order made. Date
all such entries if the date is not the same as you have previously recorded above.
Clean the evaporating dish •. Dry it carefully
first with a clean
towel and then complete the drying by placing it on a pipe-stem triangle
and heating briefly with a colorless
bunsen flame.
'
From this point on handle the dish only with crucible
tongs, or
very lightly
by the edge with clean, dry fingertips.
Keep the tongs clean
and do not let the tongs touch the contents of the dish.
Allow the di sh to cool to room temperature and weigh.
To 8 ml. of water in a clean beaker add 4 ml. of concentrated
nitric
acid (desk).
Stir carefully
with a glass rod until thoroughly
mixed, and transfer
the mixture to the weighed dish.
Your instructor
will now add a weighed piece of lead.
Cover the dish with the watch glass,
convex side down, and heat the reaction mixture by placing the dish on a
water bath.
(See sketch) •·...------------y
anent)

r. I'''·x
I~

We employ this improvised water bath instead of heating the reaction mixture directly
with a burner so that the temperature is accurately
controlled
at about 95° .' Continue the heating until the lead has com-·
pletely disappeared.
Do not let your water bath go dry but replenish
the water as necessary.
When the lead has dissolved,
rinse the lower surface of the watch
glass carefully
(avoid spatter,ing) "into the dish with a small quantity
of water from your wash bottle.
Add 5 ml. of dilut~ hydrochloric
acid
to the dish.
This result:s in the formation of a precipitate
of lead
chloride.
Evaporate the mixture to dryness on the water bath, not by
heating it with a direct burner flame.
During this evaporation to dryness
the dish is again covered with the watch glass, but this time the watch
glass is supported by the glass triangle
placed on the top of the dish.
This allows steam to escape.
If any of the residue collects
on the bottom
of the watch glass, wash it into ·the di sh by means of a stream of water
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from your wash bottle.
When the evaporation,to
dryness is complete, add 5 ml. of conc~ntrated hydrochloric
acid (desk) and again evaporate to dryness on the
water bath.
Place the dish on a porcelain
triangle
and heat cautiously
i'ri th
Intera small flame (keeping the flame in motion) for about 5 minutes.
rupt the heating if the residue begins to fuse.
Allow the dish to cool to room temperature and weigh.
Heat again carefully
as above with a mnall colorless
flame for
about 5 minutes.
Cool and weigh.
Repeat until con·stant weight is ·obtained.
(Two successive
weighings which differ·no
more than 0.0005 g. are assumed to indicate
constant weight, which· indicates.
dryness.)
Do not distur_b the lead chloride but preserve the dish and contents until given permission by the instructor
to discard the materials.
Show your notes to instructor,
with your calculations
of weight of
you will be given the
lead chloride produced.
If they are satisfactory,
weight of the lead.
From your,data
calculate
the percentage composition of lead
chloride.
{Make all calculations
on left hand pages.)
Also calculate
the combining ,·,eight of lead, on the basis of your
weights plus the assumption that the combining weight of chlorine is
35.46.
(The combining weight of lead on this basis is the number of grams
of lead which combine with 35.46 g. of chlorine.)
In addition,· calculate
the-formula
of lead chloride from your
weights {or percentages)
and the atomic weights of lead and chlorine.
(R-33)
(R:-Inside of back cover)
NOTES
Right hand pages (continue from one right hand page to the next
hand page)~
Record of weighings.
{Original record)
Answers to questions.
Note: Pan swings with loaded pans need not be recorded after this
experiment is completed.
Merely males sure that their differenc'e
is the
s~e as the empty pan difference
and RECORDYOURPERMM'"ENT
RECORDOF THE,
WEIGHTWHILETHEWEIGHTS
ARE STILL ON THEPAN. Some students prefer to
record pan swings on an extra page in the back of' the book. This in it~
self is harmless but often leads to scattered
recordings
of essential
{IMN!EDIATELY,
NOT
data.
Anything worth recording is worth recording
LATER) on the pages labeled for the given experiment.
right

Left hand pages:
Sketch.
Equations {red pencil).
3Pb (N03) 2 +-

3Pb + 8HNO3 ~ 2NO +

Pb {N03)2
Calculations.

+ HCl--,.

PbCl2 + HN03
I

•

--,-----,,---

(balance)

r(complete).
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Sample right

hand page:
Law of Defini ta Propor,ti ons

Exp. 6

Oct.7.1946
-.2_;

Empty pans, -6.0, +5.8
Wt. of dish No. 7

42.8138 g. '

Oct. 11
Empty pans,
Wt. of di sh
Empty p·ans,
Wt. of dish+
,. Empty pans,
Wt. of'dish,+

-;5.6, +'5.9
+.3
+.,,PbC12 , 1st heat"ing
-5.4, +5.4
.. ....\ .o
PbC12 , 2nd heating
-5.1, ,1,5.2
+.l
PbCl2, 3rd p.eating

43.5901 g.
43.5899 g.
43 ..5900 g.

Constan.t ".'19ight

43;,5900 g.

Wt~ of empty, dish

42.8138 8•
0.7762 g.
.57?8
.1984 g.

.
Difference
(or weight ·of PbCl2)
Wt. of Pb No. 52. (from instructor)
Difference
(~r~wt. Cl2)

~-

,.

Sample calculations:

(Left hand pages)

· ·.5778 x 100 • 74.44% lead
.7762
.1984 x 100 • 25.57% chlorine
.7762
Log
57.78 • 1:7618
"
"
.7762.= 1.8900 .
.Antilog of
1.8718 = 74.44
L·og 19.84 = 1.2976
"
.7762 = 1.8900
.Antilog of
1.4076 - 25.57

•'

.5778 x 35.46 = 103.'2 • _Combining wt~ of lead
.1984
.• 5778 =·l.7618
35.46 •·l.5497
Sum
= 1,.3115
Log ~-1984 = 1.2976
Diff.
:: 2.0139
.Antilog
=-103.2
Log
It

..
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Calculate

the formula of'· lead chloride.

Use the foliowing

report

form:

Report for-Experiment
0

(R - 33)

No.

6

Constant· wt. of dish - PbCl2 •••••
Wt. of dish No. 7 ••••••••••••••••
Wt. of Pb sample No. 41 •••••••••••
ilt.~ofCl2

Percentage
Date ___

_

••••••••••••••••••::.,..
1-

•~

43.5900

...

of Pb in ~bCl2 •••• -•.~ •• 7.4.44
Name _______

g.

g.
g.
.1984 g.

42.8138
.5778

%

_

QUESTIONS
(1)
(2)

iJhy is it

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

r

better to handle the dish-with the t~ngs?
Why is it a good general rule to add· acid to water, rather than
to add wat'er to acid?Why is a water bath used for heating the mixture? .•
Why is the glass triangle
used to support the watch glass?
proportions.··
(S)
State the law of definite
If you were to preform this experimen"t ien times, in what-way
should the results illustrate
the above law?
~
If y_ou,.found by a similar experiment 'that~0.769 g. of magnesiwn
formed 1.2713 g. of magnesiwn oxide, what would be the equivalent or combining weight indicated for magnesiwn?
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SOURCESOF OXYGEN

· EXPERIMENT7 •

Secure five lox 75 mm. test tubes,
(storeroom - permanent)
in test·tubes,
small quantities
of barium peroxide,
Heat' separately
(locker),
silicon
dioxide,
and'calcium
oxide
(shelf).
In
lead dioxide
.
"
.
. each case test for the presence of oxygen by inserting
a glowing splint
the test tube as you heat the contents in the·bunsen
in the mouth
flame.
Also observe whether ·slight, moderate, or intense-heating
is,· .~
necessary for the evolution of oxygen •. Cautfon: Be sure no part,of the
with the heated material:
Such contact might be
splint comes in-contact
the cause of a violent. reaction.
See no.tes below for recording •
. Place. about .one gram of .pota·ssium chlorate in the fifth tub~· and "
heat etently just to the mel-t.ing point.
Test for oxygen·. Remove from
flame·and cautiously add a pinch o:r manganese dioxide"( point test tube
away from face as -reaction may' be violen·t f•. -Test for o::icy-gen.
.

'

of

4

NOTES
.Answer. questions on the right hand ,page.
Write,~equations :ror all reacftions, and fill
.
• ..,,
,
the left . hand page.

.

. ,.
in ,:the form below on

l,_

·-

-

Name of
Result of ..,
splint test,..,'
substance ·- Formula
heated
. Observation .Conclusion
'

Ba02

.

Pp02 .
ta,

'

Si02

Comparison of
residue with
original
sample

.

. cao
KCl03·

..,

'

..

·'

~

KCl03*1nC2

..
"

.,

QUESTIONS
(1)
(2)
(3),

·Do all oxygen compounds give off oxygen whe~ they are heated?
Define catalyst.
(R - 5oj
Did manganese dioxi'de catalize
the decomposition of potassium
chlorate?
Explain how yo~ lmow this.
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EXPERUlENT8 •

Al."\JD
PROPERTIESOF OXYGEN
PREPARATION

(This experiment

must be finished

1

in one period.)

Secure apparatus on a temporary loan slip marked "Apparatus,
.
.
Experiment 8. tt
Fill a hard glass test tube about one-quarter
full of potassium
chlorate and add a pinch of manganese dioxide.
Set up the apparatus as
shown in the sketch.
Now call for instructor
to inspect apparatus •

.,

(a) Heat the mixture gently with the flame doving over all ,parts
ov mixture in tube.
Discard the first bottle of gas collected and·tthen
collect four bottles
of gas by displacement of water and cover each bottle
with a glass plate as it is removed from the water.
These will be used
in part (b). Remove the delivery tube from the water before you stop
heating the mixture.
From your observations
fill in a c rart ( left hand
page) as shown. below:.
Oxygen properties:

------------

-------

Color
Physical state
Taste
0 do r
,,...,....,,...,.-,----,.---,----------Solubility
in water
(_s_l_i_g_h.,..t-,-m-o_d_e_r_a
__
t,..·e-,-o-r_e_rl_,_r_e_m_e"""l_y_s_o,...lu"""b,..le)
Density as compared to air ______________
__

running.

Answer questions (.1)., ( 2), and ( 3) •
(b) Perform the balance of this experiment

in the hood with fan

Place about 10 ml. of distilled
water in each bottle of oxygen.,
keeping the plate covers as nearly in place as possible during all operations., thus preventing' the escape ·of the oxygen. Using a clean deflag-·
rating or combustion spoon with a pinch of sulfur (small pea size) in it,
heat this in the bunsen flame until it begins to burn.
Then lower it into
a bottle of oxygen. When it·ceases
to glow remove it~
(Holding cover in
place; shake bottle contents.)
Continue to burn out the spoon'under the
hood until it 'is clean' again.
Answer questions (4), (5), ~d (6).
Now repeat

the above operation

using phosphorous

in a new bottle
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in place of sulfur.
Hold a cold dry beaker over the smoky bottle mouth '
Answer (7), (8), and (9)e
and riote whether the smoke is-gas or solid.
Repeat again using charcoal (after cleaning spoon) and answer~
questions (10), (11)., and (12).
After you have ma.de the litmus test,
remove the "iitm~s paper and add.1 ml. of' clear barium hydroxide solu,;..
- t ion and note· the change it causes•
Ansvver ( 13) •
·_
Using the fourth bottle of oxygen., obtain a 5 to 7 cm. piece_ of
magnesium. ribbon ( storeroom} and holding it in ·the tongs, ignite it in
the flame' and.thrust
it into the bottle (avoid looking directly
at·the
bright l1ght).
Answer (14), (15), and ( 16) •
.
Test each of the follovring wi tli. litmus: distilled
water, silicon
dioxide (shelf) in ,10 ml. 'distilled
water, pinch of calcium oxide (shelf)
in 10,ml. distilled
water.
Answer· (17), · (18), ·and (19). • See (R-37),
(R-43).
Answer (20).
NOTES·Answer qu;stions on right hand,page.
Write· equations for the follovrl.ng reactions ··on left hand: page:
(Balance the equations if necessary.)
(red pencil).
KC103 Mn02,KCl + 02
.
oxygen --~sulfur
dioxide
Sulfur+
Phosphorous+ oxygen
• phdsphorous pentoxide
Carbon + oxygen'
~ carbon dioxide
Magnesium + oxygen ------.magnesium
oxide
Sulfur dioxide+ water--~
sulfurous acid
acid
Phosphorous pen~oxide + water--..._phosphoric
carbonic acid
Carbon dioxide+ water--~
Magnesium oxide~ water--➔ magnesium hydroxide
carb~nic a.cid--+•bar-i~,.,carbonate
+-water
Barium hydroxide
~ calcium hydroxide Calcium oxide + water

+

(Note:. Use the following symbols and f'ormula·and no others: s;
02, Sio 2, Mg; MgO, Mg(OH)2, P., P2o5 ., C~ CO2, H2~~ H2S03, H3P04., H2C03,
Ba(OH)2, Cao~ Ca(OH)z.)
Fill

out the following
Metal
or
Nein-metal

Symbol
pf

element

.

table:

(Left hand pa~e)
Formula
of
.Oxide

Reaction of water
solution of oxide
(acidic ·or basic)-

;

s
p

'•

·'

,
'-.

.

Mg

Si

.

~

C

Ca

.

·•,

'

.

-

'

'
..

'
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Note::

Names of unfamiliar

metals end in -um. You are familiar
Thus you can pick out the names

w:ith the na.r.1es of the corrnnonmeta.ls.

of' ·the' non-metals

by elimination.

QUESTIONS
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4 y

(5)

( 6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

( 13)

(14)
( 15)
( 16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

...

Why c_an oxygen be coll(fo.ted. over wa.ter·-z Can _ap.'y gas be so collected?
Why was the first bottle of gas discarded?.
Why must deli very tube be· removed before heating ·is stopped?'
Descripe the" burning· of suH'u.r in ai:r, and oxygen.
Describe the product.
(Do not confuse the product'""with the residue
of' unburned· sulfur· - the product is in the bottle.)
Give physical
state,
odor, color, etc.
·
What is the litmus rea~tion of the solution?
(To make a litmus test
place a ..Piece of' each color litmus paper on a clean watch glass and,
with the st~rring rod put a drop of the solution on each-one:
Give·
the litmus a minute .to react, as some acids. and bases are. very weak.
Before reporting no action drop the litmus paper.directly
into the
solution and ~bserve.)
Describe the burning.of
phosphorous in air and oxygen.
Describe the product•
··
vVha.tis tne li-cmus rea:ction· of the product plus water?
Describe the· burning·or charcoal in air and In oxygen.
Describe the product.
.
1Vha.t..is the· litmus reaction of' the product plus water?
Desci=ibe result of adding barium hydroxide to mixture.·
Describe the burning·of'niagnesium
in air and in oxygen.
Describe the product.
·
What is the litmus reaction of product plus water?
What.is the litmus reaction of distilled·wa.ter?
What is the litmus reaction of silicon dioxide?
What is the litmus reaction of calcium oxide?
Define acidic anhydride and basic anhydride~
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EXPERIMENT
9.

.

DENSITYOF A SOLUTION

. Obtain a Mohr burette with clamp, a numbered salt solution,
and
a 50 ml. erlenmeyer flasR (storeroom - temporary).
Record the number of the salt solution and mount the burette in
supported by the burette clamp on a stand, with the
an upright position,
graduated side of the burette facing you.
Fill the burette with distilled
water nearly to the·top of the
Practi'C?e reading the level.
To do this, wrap a half
graduation )narks.
smooth edge around the burette
so that
inch strip of paper with, straight
the ends of the paper are held together with the fingers.
Adjust the
paper so that its upper edge is just below the meniscus.
The meniscus
is the curved surface of'._the liquid as it appears when viewed from the
side.
Read the position
of the lower edge in the middle part of the
Estimate tenths of the
meniscus, keeping the eye ·at the same level.
smallest divisions
on the scale.
Results will thus be estimated to the
nearest
.Ol ml.
If drops
Run out approximately
40 ml·. of water from the burette.
of water cling to the burette walls as the water is drained away, grease
is indicated
and the burette
should be exchanged for a clean one. After
drawing out about 40 ml. of water, read the level· immediately ( ~vithiri
a few seconds) and·record the reading.
Read agairi at the end of 1, 2,
3, 4 and 5 minutes, and record all.readings.
Record the room temperature.·
To prevent the transClean the 50 ml. flask and dry it carefully.
fer of moisture from th~ fingers to the clean flask, handle it' by the
top rim. Weigh the flask.
In this experiment weigh only to the 'nearest
··
10 milligrams.
Empty the burette and rinse it with 4 or 5 ml. of the salt solution, allowing this to drain out the tip •. Fill the burette with the
making sure that the rubber tip, is ·:rull and that it does
salt solution,
Read and record the initial
b:urette level.
not contain any air bubbles.
Run out about 25 ml. of salt solution into the weighed 50 ml. flask and
10,milligrams,
then read the
weigh flask and solution to the nearest
burette and record the reading.
(If the balance is in use, allow time
for the level to become constant and then r·ead the burette before you
make the weighing.)
Refill the burette and run out a second 25 ml. portion of the
the first weighed solution and
solution into the flask containing
again weigh the flask and read the burette.
From the.data
obtained calculate
two values for the density of
the solution,and
report them to the instructor
on a ticket
like the one
sho-vm belo-v,.
Rinse the burette with distilled
water before return'ing it to the
storeroom.

NOTES
.~

Sample right

hand page

t
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Densfty Of A Solution

,.

Exp. 9

'
Buretta

readings:

Sample
Weight
Weight
Weight

No.~
oi- flask
of flask+
of flask+

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
,. 6th
sample
2 samples
•'

Buretta readings
1st initial
1st.final
2nd initial
2nd final
Room t~perature
Density

24:.5"C (

of solution

No. 086· .

Nov. 28,· 1946
Time , Reading
(min)

·(ml. )

0
1
2
3
4
5·

25.18
25.17
25.14·.
25.13
25.13
25.13

29.56 gr~s
56.36
83.43 .~
00:05 ·mi.
25.63
00.07
25.83
., 1~050 g/ml.

,,
'

Sample left· hand page:
,. !~

Calculations
wt. of flask+. sample·
Weight of flask
Wt. of. sample
..

Final burette readingf3
Initial
readings
Volume of solution
'pensity of Solution.
Mean value

...

lst·sample
56.36 'g.
29.-56
26.80
.25.6~. ml'.
00.05
25.58

Lag 26.80 ="1.4281
" 25.58 • 1.4075
Antilog of 0.0206 = 1.048

27.07
25.74

Log 27 .07 =-•·l.4325
It
25.74
1.4106
Antilog of 0.0219

=

25.83 ml.
s;·00.09
25.74

,1.052
1.048
1.050 e;/ml.·at 24:5° C

26.80

25.58

2nd sample
83.43.g.
~•,
56.36
27.07

= 1.052

,.
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Sample report

ticket:

Report for experiment
Solution No.
Temperature

086

24.5 C

1st

Weight of salt- solution
Volwne of salt solution
Density of _salt solution
Average density
_
Date ___

9.

2nd

26.80 g ""'F.°0'7 g
25.56ml
25.74ml

1.048
1.050

1.052

g/ml.

-------

Name

Q,UESTI0NS'
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Why must the rubber tip be full of liquid?
What causes the change in the burette reading just after the
liquid has been drawn out?
·
Why must the temperature be taken into consideration?
Why is the burette rinsed with the salt solution?
,
Why was the burette used in place of the graduated cylinder to
measure the salt solution?
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EXPERIMENT
10.

PERCENTAGE
BY VOLUMEOF OXYGEN
IN THE AIR

Secure the "Apparatus, ExperimJnt ,IO" (te:rp.porary) from the
storeroom.
Assemble apparatus as shown-in the-diagram.
~ _If a sample of air is thorough-.
ly mixed with, an alkaline
solution of
pyrogallol
the oxygen is absorbed
while"the
other components of the·air
are only _very slightly
soluble.
Use
property·in
gas analysis,
is rnade·of,this
for which-refined
accurate pieces of
apparatu 1s""have been ,developed •. -The ,
principle,
howe·ver, is illustr~ted
by
the following simple experiment.
Make sure that the screw clamp
is closed and place 25 ml. of a~kaline
pyrogallol
solution ( storeroom:) in· the
thistle
tube.
Seta beaker under the
stopper and open the pinch clamp
slightly
so that liquid will fill'.-the
tube thus displacing
alf of the air.
Close the p~nch clamp, remove
the glass rod from the extra. hole,in.
the stopper, and connect a 6~inch test
tube securely to'"t_he stopper.
Insert
'the glass rod in the stopper.
The
test tube now contains air at·atmospher~
ic pressure.
Paste a·narrow strip of
label on the outside of the tube to make the position ·of the bottom-of
..
the stopper.
Open ,the pinch clamp and allow the solution to run into the tube,.
"If the apparatus is air tight the 'solution will enter slovrly as absorbtipn progresses.'
After about ten.minutes
close the clamp and invert
permit.
·the test tube.; shaking it as much as the rubber connection•will
Let stand another ten minutes with the clamp open then close-the
clamp.
and repeat the shaking.·
•. To bring the residual
gas-to atmospheric pressure open the clamp,
invert the test tube., and raise -or"lower it until the levels of the
li'quid in the thi°stle tube and the test tube ~re the same. Clo·se the
clamp., ,lower the test' tube., and remove it at once. Mark.the level of·
the liquid in the test tube·with-a
narrow strip of 1abel.
Pour the
pyrogallol
solution backr into the thistle
tube •.
· Repeat the experiment using, a different
test tube but the same .
·:, pyrogallol
soiut-ion.
Yvbile waiting for the absorption
of oxygen. from·
the second sampre-calculate
the percentage of oxygen by volume in the
fir.s'b sample.
It is necessary to know the volume of t_he air and the
volume of the oxygen absorb.ad.
This may be measured by pouring water
into the test tube to the pr_oper levels from a 25.ml. graduate.
Note
carefully
the· exact volumes of water added.
~

~

..

f47141
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NOTES·

Your results
will
was very roughly.measured.
Record results

not be too accurate~since
.(right

as indicated:

Volume of air

-

pag;)•

.......

... 1st trial
• ••• • •
ml.·

--.:.---

• ••·• •••••••

Volume of oxygen absorbed" ••••• • .
•

· Percentage

hand

..

the volume of air

~

-•~

••

-~Jt'

_.;;.

___

oxygen in air_.._ •• •• .-.,_____

.4

2nd trial
ml.

ml.

__

ml •

%_o
l.

QUESTIONS,
..
'The results
of this experiment
answer. :to the, question be low, because
combine with free oxygen but can also
from tlie reference
.Answer the-.question

do·~~t:,in thems·elves "provide an ,
pyrogallol·
solution
can not only
remove oxygen from compounds •
(R-319)_.

( 1)

Give four_ reasons

Is air _a. compound or a 1?,i:xture't
the answer you have given •..

'

in supp~rt

.

;

of~

*

1'he equation
1'.

-;,

manuals. b( ..general
\;f,

General.Chemistry

found her~ is one frequently
chemistry

·Manual.Of General liollege
It"should
lJ.

be noted,

l see Laboratory

now in use.

by Briscoe,

Hunt and VJhitacre,

lihemistry

however,-that

~chlesinger

may be due to the comp~ex .anion Fe(CNS):,
:tr·rorrned at all,

is converted

ferric

'I'his evidence

electrolysis
molecular

and absorption

.

page 62; Laboratory,

_and Van Valkenbur~
that

al though red color

the compound

..

(!'JII
4 -)3Fe(CNS)6 _,

to red FeFe(CNS) 6 by·furth~r
(from molecular

spectra)

react~oh might better

Manual Of

by .l:Sabor and1Lehrman, ,page 47 J.

Arn. Chem. Seo. 53';" 1212 - 1943) maintain

chloride.

found in the laboratory

action.with

weight. determinations,

would seein to indicate

be ~xplained

that

by the reaction

the

equati~n:

;

Sneed (General College Chemistry by Sneed and Maynard, page 808)'
states,

"the most reliabie

evidence

for the· existance

work at the presen~ time (1943)

of the complex anion in aqueous· sqlution

but does give rather.definite
colored

·.

shows not

pro?f that

the·cation,

.

FeCNs++, is th

ion."
The references.cited

Fe@'e(CNs)J is present
This fact

above, however, do agree that

in this

seems to justify

solution

and that

the use of this

the compo d

it is red in color

reaction.
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EXPERIMENT
11.

CHElltlICAL
EQUILIBRIUM

A reversible
reaction is in a state of equilibrium. when the two
opposing reactions
proceed at the same rate.
In some cases most of the
starting materials have undergone change.
In other cases equilibrium·
is reached before very much of the starting material has been changed.
·In all cases the concentrations
·o:f the reacting substances at equilib•
rium bear a definite
relation to each other. ,See (S-41) and· answer (1)
.
'
·
·
'
and(2).
Two rever:sible reactions
are to b~ studied:
.
(a) Ferric chloride reacts'with
ammoniumthiocyanate to give
ammonium chloride and deep red colored ammoniumferr-ic thiocyanate•
The concentration
of the latter
can readily ·be detected by change·s in
color intensity.
.
FeCl3

+ 6fil¼CNS~
.

3fil¼Cl + (Nli4)3Fe(CNS)6♦
'

\

,,,

Prepare dilute solutions of ammoniumthiocyanate
and ferric chloride
of each in 10 ml. distilled
water in test
by dissolving a few crystals
To 20 ml. of water in a beaker add 2 drops of each of the prepared
tubes.
is not a pale pink. Write equation
solutions.
Dilute more if the·color
for this' reaction (left hand page, red pencil).
Divide the mixed solution
equally into three parts in labeled test tubes and treat as follows:
Add two or three
Keep No. 1 for a standard of comparison for the others.
drops of ferric chloride solution to No. 2. Add three drops of ammonium
thiocyanate
solutlon to No. 3. Fill in chart as show (left hand page) ·
and show results to instructor
before you discard solutions.
'Answer (3).

Tube
No.I

In equilibrium mixture concentra•
·tion of what compound other than
Observed _ghange one added was:
increased
decreased
.:

How treated

none

not

'

l

none

none
.

..

No.2

Added FeCl3

Noe3

Added

NH4CNS

I

.
1

(b) Bismuth chloride reacts with water, to give hydrogen chloride
and bismuth oxychloride.
Bismuth oxychloride (white powder) remains
only if the solution is saturated with it.
BiCl3 + H20-.:--- BiOCl

+ 2HC1

Put a few crystals
·of bismuth chloride in 5 ml. water in a test
tube and shake until crystals
seem to be entirely
disintegrated.
Note
the white powder formed. •Test the_solution
with blue litmus paper.

-
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I

Answer questions (4) and (5).
(Equation left hand page.)
Now add concentrated hydrochloric
acid drop by drop until a clear solution'is
Answer (6). ·Pour the contents of the test'tube
into
beaker
obtained.
Answer (7). and (a).
containing about 150 ml. of water.

a

~UESTIONS
(1)
(2)
(.3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Define (a) reversible
reaction,
(b) equilibrium.
State the rule for shift of equilibrium by change in concentration.
How do your results confirm the rule stated above'?
What is the white powder formed?
What compound was formed as indicated by the litmus test!
Account for.the disappearance of the white solid by applying the
rule in (2).
Account for the reappearance of the white bismuth oxychloride by
applying rule (2).
Would increased temperature have any effect on the equilibrium?
Explain.
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EXPERIMENT
12.

DIFFUSIONOF GASSESA!.'ID·BOYLE'SLAW

Diffusion:
acid ( conc~ritra·bed) to a clean
Add about 3 ml. of hydrochloric
dry 125 ml. flask (desk) and completely wet the inside of the flask with·.
the acid.
Pour excess acid into sink and cover flask with a glass plate.
Using the other 125 ml. flask and 3 ml. of concentrated
ammonium hydroxide repeat the procedure of wetting the flask-and
pouring out excess.
so
Place this flask mouth down on the glass pYate, covering the first
that the mouths of the bottles
are separated by a single'glass
plate.
Quickly remove the plate and observe results.
The white smoke is produced by the combination of two colorless
gases • .Ammoniumhydroxide
NH3 - H20). Write an equation (left hand
breaks up as shown (NH40H
c1
Answer (1) and
page) for the formation of NH
4 (ammonium chloride).
(2) (R-58).
Boyle I s, Law::
Apparatus for this experiment will be set up by the instructor.
of a definite
volume of air under the pressure of a colmnn
It consists
The pressure canoe increased a...~ddecreased by raising
or
of ·mercury.
lowering the mercury reservoir.
(a) First adjust reservoir
so that the mercury level in the
are the same. Read the volume of
eudiometer tube and in the·reservoir
air.
(Be careful not to handle the eudiometer t.ube with your hands.This wouid increase the temperature.)
· (b) Raise the reservoir
so that the reservoir
mercury is about
25 cm. above the tube mercury.
Use meter stick.
~ead the volume of air
again.
level and
(c) Lower the reservoir
to about 25 cm. below first
measure difference
in levels.
Read volume of air.
Read the barometer
in'order
to f.ind room atmospheric pressure.
Ansvve~ (3), (4), (5), (6),
and (7).

NOTES
Fi 11 in the follow:ing

'

Pressure
on gas·

chart

Volume
of gas

( left

Product

hand page) :
PV

of Pressure

x Volume

(a)
.

(b)
.

(c)
✓

Pressure f'or (b) and (c) will be barometer reading plus.the
difference
in mercury levels.
Be sure all readings are recorded in the
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same units;: that is, in cm. or mm. According to Boyle's Law PV for (a),
(b) and (c) should be about equal since any decrease in either P or V
is always-accompanied
by a proportional
increase in the other term.
P(a)V(a) = P(b)V(b) = P(c)V(c),•
Therefore,
QUESTIONS

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)
( 7)

Explain the appearance of the white smoke throughout the flasks
rather than just at the point where the flasks join.
Define diffusibility.
According to the barometer, what was atmospheric pressure1
What was pressure on air confined in·eudiometer
tube (a)?
Was pressure on confined air increased or decreased in part (b)7
In part (c)7
what can be concluded regardFrom the.results
of tli.is experiment,
ing the v~lidi ty of Boyle's·· Law?:
Using the mathematical
statement of Boyle's Law~

Vz

or P1 = V2P2)
find the pressure
Pz Vl
~
40 ml. of gas at 700 mm. pressure to 26 ml.
...constant.
(Pl=

...

required

to change

Temperature

remaining
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EXPERIMENT 13.

•rary).

CHARLES
t LAW'

Secure from the storeroom "Apparatus
Set up apparatus as shown:

for Experiment 13 11 (tempo-

The inside of the flask must be dry, and the beaker full of water.
Have the flask held in place by a clamp, and the beaker supported on a
Boil the water for ten minutes, place a
gau~e above a,bunsen burner.
finger over the end of the glass tip, making it air tight, before removing flask from hot water. ·Immerse the flask (mouth down) in a tank of
cold water.
Remove finger.

Water will run into the ~lask.
Cool at least ten minutes.
Equalize "WB.terlevels so that pressure inside flask is 'the same as that
·When levels are the same; place your finger over the end of the
outside.
tip again, remove flask from water, set upright and remove finger.
~~
cord temperature of the cold water in the flask.
Measure its volume with
Also measure volume of the flask (up to stopper) •.
a graduated cylinder.
Assume that.the
temperature of the air in the flask when in boiling water was 95 c. Use the volume of the flask· (up to stopper) as
original volume of air.
Calculate what the final volume should be when
cooled to the temperature of the cold water.
(Use Charles' Law).
Obtain the measured final volume of air by making the following
subtraction::
•
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Original volume minus volume of water entering
Compare measured and calculated
results.

"'

Sample right
Exp.

NOTES

hand page:,
Charles'

13

flask.

Law

Dec.

I

-

Assumed temperature of boiling water.~
Measured temperature of cooled air ••••

95~C
17.5°C

Volume of flask (up to stopper)•••••••
Volume of water which entered flask •••

279;0 ml;
56.0 ml.

•.•.•...... •.•.......•.•

22s.o ml.

Final volume

:

Calculated

Sample left
Calcula

~

!

volume •••••••••••••••••••••
(from Charles' Law)

.•

.

-

220.3 ml •

hand pa.get.
origin

ions

-~

T1mp. Centigrade
-

.

Ti mp. Absolute

279 x·29o;s
368.0
(solve
--

'

1 J 1946

279.0 - 56.0

= 220.3

ml.

Calculated

l

95 oo
273
368 0

volui

final

11;s

273~
290.5

e

with logs)

= 223.0

ml.

Measured volum

SJ etcn apparatus 'here.

'·

QUESTIONS
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Why must a dry flask be used'l
Assuming that 3 ml. error was caused by water evaporating in the
flask (increasing
the total amount of' air) how much was the net
error from all other sources?:
Why are centigrade temperatures
changed to Absolute?
In what way are temperatures and volumes of gases related?
How was the final pressure made the same as the original pressure?
Make a statement of' the Kenetic theory of' gases (R-66).

..
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EXPERilliIBNT
14 •

DENSITYOF OXYGEN

This experiment must be completed in one period.
It is suggested
that the test tube plus sample be weighed the period preceding the completion of the experiment.
Secure an aspirator
bottle,
complete with glass nozzle, a.nd a
pinchcock ( storeroom - temporary) •
Record the data in this experiment as indicated
under note headI
•
ing •.
Obtain from the instructor
a sample of dry potassium chlorate
mixed with manganese dioxide (catalyst).
Assemble the apparatus as indicated in the sketch.
See , that all connections
are tight.
I
Clean a 400 ml. beaker and dry it
with a clean towel,
Weigh the
beaker on the special balance to
the nearest 100 mg. Note that this
balance is specially
designed to
weigh heavier objects and materials.
Do not use the rider.
Set the
weighed beaker aside' for use later.
Do-not use it until directed to do
so.
Clean the 6-inch hard glass
test-tube.
Transfer 1 to 1.5 grams
of the chlorate
sample to the tube.
Weigh after wiping the inside of
the upper end of the tube to remove
any potassium chlorate adhering to
the wall of the tube.
Attach the test tube wj_th
the sample to the aspirator
bottle.·
Be sure that the tube leading from
with water.
The' tube may be filled
the bottle to the beaker is filled
and blowing into the glass nozzle
by releasing .the clamp on the rubber-tube
Stop blowing, close
until a fe"'! bubbles of air pass into the bottle.
pinchcock and the pressure in bottle will fill tube when cl.amp is again
released.
·
Using your 100 ml. beaker, (not the 400 ml. weighed beaker) set
Add 25 ml. of distilled
water to the
it in place as shovm in diagram.
beaker so as to cover the tip of the nozzle with the tip touching the
bottom of the beaker.
Open the clamp and raise the beaker until the
water surface in the beaker is at the same level as the water surface
bottle.
With both at exactly the same level,
close
in the aspirator
The gas'pressure
within the apparatus is now the same ..
the clamp again.
as the atmospheric pressure.
Replace the 100 ml. beaker with the clean,
With the tip of the nozzle touching the
dry 400 ml •. weighed beaker.
bottom of the beaker open the pinchcock.
If the apparatus is air tight
only a few drops of water will run into the beaker.
Heat the potassium
flrune.
Keep the. flame continually
chlorate
cautiously
with a colorless
in motion.
The oxygen produced by the ·de~ompos.ition of the potassium
into the beaker.
chlorate will force the water from the aspirator
bottle
of solid particles
will
During the earlier
stages a smoke consisting
Regulate the heating so that this;
rise from the potassium chlorate.
smoke will settle
in the 6-inch test tube and is not driven out of the·
tube by oxygen produced thru the decomposition
of the chlorate.
Continue

I..
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the heating until at least 250 ml. o:f water have been driven over :f'rom
the aspirator
bottle into the beaker.
immersed well below the
The tip o:f' the nozzle must be constantly
surface o:f' the water in.the. beaker during the heating,a.rid cooling of the
test tube.
Allow the apparatus to·stand until it has cooled to room
S6me of the water in the beaker will be drawn from the
temperature.
~eaker·into
the aspirator
bottle as apparatus cools to room temperature.
Bring the gas to atmospheric 'pressure oy raising~or lowering the
..
beaker until the surfaces o:f' the·water in the beaker and the aspirator
bottle are·e:xactlyJat
the s8llle level and then close the clamp. Weigh
the 400 ml. beaker with its water content to the nearest 100 mg., using
tlie special balance on which this same be_aker was weighed when empty.
Record,the room temperature.
Read the barometer and record barometric
pre·ssure.
Correct the barometric reading to zero degrees Centigrade by
·weigh·the 6~inch hard glass·
subtracting,the
temperature correction.
test tube·; with its contents (wall chart) •. •
·
Calculate the volume of water contained· in the 400 ml. b~aker.
This can be calculated
:f'rom the weight o:f' water and its density,(wa.11
chart) at room temperature.
This volume of water is,the sanB as the
·· volume o:f'-the. oxygen produced by decomposition of your sample of potassium chlorate.
The oxygen trapped in the apparatus·is
not at atmospheric pressure because it has been.collected
over water.
To determine th:e
partial
pressure of oxygen subtract the vapor·tension
of water (R-append±x) at· room temperature from the barometric pressure correct~d for temperature~
Frofu the data now at hand calculate
the.volume of the oxygen
produced by heating your sampie "when measured at O C and 760 nnn. · Calculate the weight of this ·oxygen produced by the decomposit'ion of the
potassium chlorate.
From the data now at hand calculate the liter
density of oxygen at standard·conditions
and the weight of 22.4 liters.
as instructor
may require you to use it
Do not discard.residue.,
in another experiment.
.
NOTES
Sample right. hand page :-

wt. of test
Wt. of test

tube,~
tube+

KC103
KC103 after

heating

25.6198
25.2468

LARGEBALANCE

-wt~'of beaker + water

418·.35
120.74

wt. of empty 400 ml. bea.ke,r
Room temperature
Barometer reading
Temperature~of barometer
Barometer correction for temperature
Aqueous tension of H20 at 23 C
Density of H20 at 23 C
Calculated density of oxygen
!,~'"\ ~

I,.,

23~C
745.2
22 C
2~66

•
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Sample left
Calculate
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

hand pager.

the following:

Weight of oxygen.
Weight ..of water.
Corrected barometer reading.
(Reading less temperature
Partial
pressure of oxygen. (Subtract
aqueous tension
ted reading.)
Volv.me of water.
Volume, of oxygen at standard conditions.Weight of 1 liter
of oxygen at standard conditions.
Weight of 22.4 liters
of oxygen.
Sketch apparatus.
Sample report

correction.)
from correc

ticket:- .
of Exp. 14

.Report

Weight of tube. - holder No.
KCl03
=
Weight of tube - holder No.
- residue=
=
Corrected barometer reading 7-:- . ....
Room temperatu:re • • • • • • • • • • : • =
Weigh~ of beaker - water ~ • • • • • • • •
Weight of empty beaker • • • •-·. • • • • =
Weight of one· liter
of oxygen •••••
=

Name

Date

QUESTIONS
On the basis

of your-observations

answer th~ following

questions:

~

(1)

Why need the. beaker or beaker. plus'water
be weighed. only to the
nearest 100 milligrams arrl not tenths of milligrams. as in- the case ..
sample?.
,_
of the tube plus chlorate
ih the bottle equalized with the atmospheric
('2) Why were• tne pressures
the experiment and again after driving off
. pressure b'efore starting
the oxygen?
·
(3) What use is inade_of Dalton's Law in this experiment?
(R-155)
(4) · What is.the
relation
of pressure to volume o~ gases?~
.....
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PERCENTAGEOF OXYGENIN A COMPOUND

EXPERIMENT 15.

Clean,

heat and weigh a 6 inch hard glass test tube.·· .Add about
1.0 -'\1.5 g. of a numbered sample ( storeroom) and weigh again.
Heat
to a constant weight, taking care ·not to allow the escape of any smoke.
Heat all parts of the sample, including any which may adhere to the wall
of the test tube.
Consider a change of not ·over 0.0005,:"g. as a constant
weight.
NOTES
.....

}.,")

Calculate on the left hand page the percentage of oxygen in the
sample of the compound, assuming that a11•·:1oss of weight is due to the
loss of oxygen, and that all oxygen is lost.
Record data on right hand page.

·----

Srunple nwnber .•••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••

Weight
Wt. of
Wt. of
Wt•. of
Wt. of

·•

of test tube·•••••••••••••••••·•••••
test tube+ sample·•••••••••••••••••---test _tube + residue •••••••••••••••••
test tube + residue (2nd heating} •••• ----~test tube -4--residue' (3rd heating) ••••
(etc. to constant weight)
----

Report ticket:
Report for experiment

Holder No •••••••••••••••••••••••

15.

,,._
•••..••

---

---

Wt. of test
Wt. of ~est
Wt. of test
Percentage

tube+ holder·••••·•••••••
tube+ hol~er +sample••••--tube+ holder +·residue •••
of oxygen in compound••••••--~%

Date ____ _

Name

---

--------

QUESTIONS

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Why does the bubbling cease now the oxygen is all evolved?
Vlhymust the solid adhering to the test tube walls be heated?
Why are the test tube and contents cooled to room temperature
before weighing?
Why must the test tube and sample be heated to constant vreight?
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EXPERIMENT
16.

INTERACTIONS
OF METALSANDACIDS

Place a few small-pieces
of ea.ch of the following metals in
separate test tubes: Tin (granulated).,
copper (foil).,
zinc (granulated).,
aluminum (strip)
(shelf);
and magnesium (ribbon) (locker).
To each test
tube add 5 ml. of a solution of hydrochloric
acid prepared by mixing
~f, concentrated
hydrochloric
acid and 15 ml.
thoroughly in a beaker 15 JP.J•·
of water.
Tabulate the results
of your observations
as indicated below.
Note whether a chemical reaction occurs.
In the cases where reaction
order of activity
of the metals., basing
does occur observe the relative
your conclusions on the rapidity with which the metal and acid react at
Note if any gas is evolved by the reaction of these
room temperature.
metals with the acid. Answer (1)." Some of the metals will not react
readily until the acid has removed some of the flight tarnish from the
Heat; very carefully.,
ea.ch of the test_, tubes
surface of the metals.
containing a· me·tal which has not reacted with the acid at room temperature.
acid may be given off.)
(Do not heat to boiling as steam and hydrochloric
Answer (2). Note whether any gas is given off from the heated metals
and acids at this higher temperature.
To test for an inflrunable gas
bring the mouth of the test tube in contact with a flame.
A slight explosion serves to indicate that the gas is inflama.ble.
Answer (3).
NOTES
Write equations
and hydrochloric
acid.

.

for all reactions
(R-186-187)

,vhich take place between metals

Tabulations::
Metal

_Was hydrogen
liberated?;'

Order of
activity
(1 to 5)

Substance left
in test tube

:

~UESTIONS
(1)
(2)
(3)

'What gas is evolved?:'
Why must some substances be heated to start the reaction?
Is this a specific test for hydrogen? Specific means that
only will behave this way.

hydrogen
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~IMENT

17.

PREPARATION
.AND.PROPERTIES
OF HYDROGEN

This experiment-must be completed-in one"period.
(storeroom.• - temporary).
Secure,"Apparatus
experiment.17"
Set up the apparatus as indi·cated _in the sketch •. _Fa:sten the :flask
to desk support rod with a burette clamp.
.
Place 15 g. of strip zi~c
- ( shelf) in the fla~sk and test for
air-tightness.
Have your complete
,,
apparatus inspected by instructor.
Wrap a towel around-the flask and
.,
remove all flames from vicinity
of-tne generator flask.
Add 50 •
..
ml.
of
dilute
(3M•),
hydrochloric
,(.
acid"to "the zinc, pouring the
acid into the flask thru the funCollect a
nel tube. Answer·(l).
sample of the gas in a test tube
by displacement of ..water. Answer
(2).' Close the mouth of the test·
• tub·e with your thumb and remove
.the tube from the-water,
still
inverted,
and bring the.mouth of
the tube in contact with a fiame.
Answer ( 3) • This first sample
is quite certain to burn with explosive violence.
Collect additional
samples until the gas is free :from .air.
This is indicated by the gas
·burning quietly when it is ignited •. Call the instructor
and secure his
.Answer
(4).
Collect
a
test
tube
full
of
hyd~ogen
and,piace
approval •
it in a mouth to mouth contact with a test tube full of air, holding the
test tubes in a vertical
position with the tube. of hydrogen at the top.
After two minutes in this position,
bring the mouth of the lower-•and
then the upper test tube in conta<::t with a flame • .Answer (5).
Collect
a test tube of hydrogen and holding it mouth d~ward
insert a glowing
slowly .into the tube.
.Ansv-ier(6).
splinter

Q,UESTIONS
'•
.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

·What happens when ,the acid is added to the zinc? Write an equation
and sketch apparatus ( left page) •·
Why may hydrogen be collected by,water displacement?
Could any gas
be collected this way?
VJhat happens when the mouth·o~ the test tube is brought in contact,
~ with the flame?
,
·
Why does the first
sample burn with explosive violence?
·Explain why ·each tube acts as it does.
What happens when the glowing splinter
is thrust into the tube of
hydrogen? What difference
would be noted if this test was used
on oxygen?,
How can one demonstrate that hydrogen i's lighter than air?
• I
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EXPERIMENT
18•

VALENCE
OF A METALBYDISPLACEMENT

period.
This experiment must be completed in a single laboratory
Secure an aspirator
bottle complete and a 3-inch test tube.
(storeroom - temporary)
Record the data in this experiment as indicated below.
Set up the.,.,apparatus ,as shown in the sketch for Experiment 14.,
but use about six inches o:r rubber tube betwe'en the test tube and
aspirator
bottle.
.
Thru the application
of suction fill the tubing to which the nozzle
is attached completely with water and clamp the rubber tube with the
bottle.
p1nchcock to prevent the water :Crom siphoning out of the aspirator
Secure a weighed piece of magnesium ribbon ...from the· instructor.
Place
the magnesium in the 3-inch test tube •. Place 10 ml. of dilute (3M)
hydrochloric
acid ·in the 6-inch test t'ube. Note closely the concentration
of acid specified.
Lower the 3-inch test tube into the 6-inch test tube
so that no acid comes in contact with magnesium ribbon~ Attach the 6-inch
test tube to the aspirator
by the flexible
rubber tube~
'
Place approximately 50 ml. of water in a 100 ml. beaker and make
certain that the tip o:r the nozzle is beneath the surface of the water
in the beaker.
Open the pinchcock and raise the beaker so that the
surface o:r the water contained in it is at the same le-val as the surface
With both surfaces at the same le-val
of the water in.the aspirator.
close the clamp. The gas pressure inside the apparatus is now the same
as atmospheric pressure.
Clean and dry a 250 ml. beaker and put it under
the nozzle as shown in the sketch.
Operi the pinchcock.
If the apparatus
is air tight only a few drops of water will run into the beaker.
Carefully tilt the 6-inch test tube until the acid comes in contact
with the magnesium. The ·hydrogen evolved by the reaction of the magne- ·
sium and the acid will-tend
to :force the acid out o:r the 3-inch test tube,
and it may be necessary to incline the-tube once more in.order to bring
an additional
quantity of acid in contact with the metal.
When the reaction is complete, allow the apparatus to stand for 5 minutes to permit
the gas contained ih the apparatus to come to room temperature.
Nowbring the gas mixture.in
the apparatus to atmospheric, pressure thru proper
of the ira.ter level in the 250 ml. beaker.
When this is
manipulation
Now·measure the volume o:r the water in the'
achieved clamp the tube.
Record this volume, which is·
beaker by means of a graduated cylinder.
the volume of,the hydrogen evolved in the reaction of the magnesium and
the acid.
Record the room temperature and the barometric pressure.
Corthe partial
rect the barometric pressure for'temperature
and calculate
pressure of hydrogen.
Calculate the volume of the hydrogen prQduced at
standard conditions by the reaction of the magnesium. and the acid.
Repeat the experiment replacing the magnesium with a small weighed
Place the. wire in
piece of aluminum wire secured from the in~tructor.
the 3-inch test tube.
Place 5 ml. of concentrated
(important)
hydro•
chloric acid in the 6-inch test tube, add 5 ml. of water to the acid,
then carry out the experiment as you did.with magnesium. Calculate the
volume of hydroeen produced by the reaction of the aluminum and the
acid when measured at standard conditions.
On the basis of the data at hand calculate
the voltU!les of hydrogen
measured at standard conditions that would be produced by the reaction
of one gram atomic weight eaQh,of the magnesium and the aluminum.
Compare these two volumes. "~
-
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Sample right

hand page:

Mg

Al

0.1055 g._ 0.1218 g.
130.ml.
201,ml.
95.45 ml •. 147.6 ml.

Weight-of sample ••••••••••••••••
~
Volume of H20 displaced by ~2 •••
Volume of H2 at S.T;P. ••••••••••
Volume of ~ 2 at S.T.P. from one
atomic weight .of the met_al ••••••
Ratio of valences •••• : ••••••••••

22010 ml.
2

32690. ml.

'
.3J.°
C
657.0 mm.
2.5::mm.
"
-654.5 mm.
Aqueous tension ( 3l°'C) ••••.••
33.0 mm.
Partial
pressure of H2.•• •·••• 621.5 mm.

Room temperature~ ••••••••••••
Barometric pressure (21°·c) •••
Barometer 5correction
••••••••

on next right

Answer.questions
Sample left

•

..

...

130 X 621.5 X 273 = V
(V9l.H2 displaced
760 X 304
,

Log 130·.2.1139
ft
621.5=2.7934
" 273 •2.4364
7.3435
5.3637
Antilog
1.9798
95.45

at-S.T.P~

""i

=

Log

95.45 ml.
'

V (Vol. H2 at S.T.P •. displaced

95.45:
1.9798.
24.32 • 1.3860
:3.3658
" 0.1055 = I.0233·
Antilog of'• 4~3425 -=

calculations
24.32,

by

one gram atpmic weight ofd,-Ig)··

If

The figure,

~

Log 760 • 2.8808
ft
304: 2.4829
5.3637

X 24.32:
0.1055

Make similar

3

•;"'

hand page if it is needed

hand page:

Mscalculations

"

.,

~,

22,010 ml.
for all¥!linum.

-~

is the atomic weight of magnesium.·

.;
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Sample-report

ticket:

Report

for Experiment

18.

~
Al
Weight. of sample.............
0.1055-g.
0.1218 g.
Volume of •water displaced ••• ·
130 mi.
201 ml.
Barometric
pressure(corrected)
••
654.5
.
0
Room- temperature
••• :. • • • • • • • • • •
3! _c.
Volume H2 from ·gram At. Wt•• , 22,0l0·ml.
32,690 ml •
~

mm.

0

Date.___

.,

~

Name.
___

;._ __

_

...
( 1)

(2)

(3)

Write equation's
for the reactions
and sketc".11 apparatus
( left page).
What is the ratio"between
the volumes or hydrogen,released·by
one
gram atomic weight of magnesium andone gram ato_!llic weight of
aluminum?
the.valence
ratio
for these metals.
Compare the volume ratioyn.th

·"

..

"
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CALIBRATIONOF·A PIPETTE

EXPERIM.E}J'"T19 •

Secure a 50 ml. Erlenmeyer f'lask a:r:rl numbered 10 ml •. pipette.
·
' ·
( storeroom
- temporary)
Clean the fldisk •., Dry .it carefully
on the outside·.
"Weigh to the'
nearest
milligram.
·
In 1.1sine; a pipette,
liquid
is dravm into it by suction :from the
above the calibration
,
mouth.
The liquid
is first ..dravm up a little
mark.
The fore finger· is then pressed:·•lightiy
against
the upper end of
and ·enough liquid
is allovied
to· flow· out -~ifo· bring the lower
the pipette,
.,
"'J
edge of the meniscus to the calibration·
mark.
In this manner fill
the
pipette
to the mark with distilled
water at room temperature
and deliver
the contents
into the ·weighed fl.ask, holding the tip 'of' the pipette· against
. the side of the flask.·
In order to complete the transfer
of water from
_the pipette
hold it at an angle of 45 and permit it ·to drain witli the
tip of the pipette
in contact with the side of the flask while you slowly
count ten.
Begin counting when the level of ·liquid in the pipette
is
'Do not shake the p~pett~ or .blow into it,
within a few cm. of the tip.
b_ut allow it to drain by gravity
alon~, as described.
·· Fill the pipette
twice more and transfer
its contents
to the
flask.·
Weigh the flask.plus
3 pipettes.of
water to the nearest
milligram.
Calculate. to the-nearest
.01 ml. the number of ml •. which your
pipette
delivers
·at room temperature',
using·i,vater
density-figure
from.a
reference
table.
.
.
'
.
.
-I

WOTES
:eight

hand page::

Number of pipette
Room temperature
Weie;ht of' flask + water ('3 pipettes)
Weight of' flask
Weight of water
. Density of water '(from table)
· Volume of'. water in flask ( calculation
Volume of pipette
(1/3 of: preceding.

I

Report

.on left
figure)

ticket:,
Report

of Exp.

19

Weight of 3 _pipettes
of water~
Room temperature
·Density of·water
at room temperature
Pipette.No.
Volume or' pipette
...

+,

___

_

..,

-,'\·

Date

Name
QUESTIONS

.,_
"

( 1) "Why is the

(2)

page)
__ -_-_-_-

Why is~it

"

last
better

'

drop ,of wat'er left in the pipe~te?
to
take three pipettes
full than
•
;I'.._
I

only one?

..:
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EXPERIMENT:20.

EQUIVALENTWEIGHTS AND.NORMALSOLUTIONS

Secure a burette and a numbered. pipette
(storeroom - temporary).
of oxaiic acid (H2Cz04•?fl20)
To prepar.e a standard solution
weigh out 2.00 grarr~ of acid (storeroom)
into a clean 150 ml. beaker.
The weight should be accurate and within 10 milligrams
of 2.0 grams.
Add 98.5 ml. of distilled
water (25°c) by means of a burette.
This
Stir to dissolve the acid and then
will make just 100 ml: of solution.
If this experiment
keep the solution covered w:i.th a clean watch glass.
is not finished
in one period, transfer
the standard solution to a
clean 125 ml. flask and put a stopper in it to prevent evaporation.
Ansi,-rer_questions (-1) ,tp.,:(7) inclusi\i:e,
for the purpose of review·Have your answers checked by the instructor
ing important definitipns~
before proceeding further.
Measure (graduate)
10 ml. of dilute NaOH (desk) into a 125 mi.
flask and add 90 ml. of distilled
water.
Stir thoroughly.
By means of the numbered pipette transfer
20 ml. of the standard
Add 10 to 15 ml. of
acid solution
just made to a clean small beaker.
water and 2 or 3 drops of phenolphthalein
(shelf).
Answer
distilled
(8) and (9).
Phenolphthalein
is an indicator
which is added to the titracolor change at or very
ted solution in order to bring about.a visible
near the equi~alence
point.
Make an indicator
color test by preparing
.Into each
dilute soiutions
of an e.cid and a base in separate test tubes.
a,nd note the color.
tube· place a•dr'op or two, of the indicator
·
After rinsing the· burette with the prepared NaOH solution,
fill
·Now run base into the acid
the burette.
Read and record the level.
Add the..:base drop by drop
'solution
sample i:h the beaker very slowly.
after the color begins to persist,
until a veri faint pink color remains.
solution and begin again.
If too much base is added, discard the titrated
just enough base to neutralWnen a faint color remains you.have-added
This is called the end point.
ize or react with, the acid present.
~

,,

Record final burette reading,
discard the solution
just titrated
and rinse the beaker with distilled
water.
Make a second and third
titration
on 20 ml. oxalic acid samples.
Show results
to the instructor
If results
are accepted, use the average of the last
for his approval.
to calculate
the normality of the NaOH solution.
Answer (10)
two trials
and (11).
1

NOTES

Sample right

hand paget

Weight of oxalic acid used
Normality of standard acid solution
Volume or pipette number 38

]..Qo

!l;,

-~~

9.98 ml.
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Ti trations::
Readings
1st
2nd
3rd

Initial

0;53
0.14
o.36

Vol.

Final Vol.
30~96
30.38
30.59
l

Average of second and third
Normality
Sample left

volumes

of NaOHsolution

Vol. base used.
30~43 ml~
30~24 ml;
30.23 ml.
30.24 ml.
.2128

hand page:

Calculation

of acid normality:

Mol. Wt. :. Eq.
2

vvt.,

Eq. Wt. x 100
1000

11

Acid Wt. in 100 ml.
of 1. N solution

Nor.mality

wt. acid used·=
wt •. in 100 ml.
of 1. N solution
Base nor:mality:
(Base)
NxV

=

1000

N X 30e24:
N e

.3219

(Acid)

u :x:vv
1000

.3219

x

30.24

X

19.96

19.96

:

.2128

~UESTIONS
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
{7)

What is a molar solution?:
What is a normal solution?
What is a standard solution?
What is an equivalent weight of' a compound?
How much is a gram equivalent weight of oxalic acid (H2C204e2H20)?
One mole of oxalic acid contains how many gram equivalents?
Calculate (left page) the normality of the solution just prepared
and record result here.
( 8) Why do we measure the acid solution with a pipette instead of' a
graduated cylinderi
( 9) Does the amount of water added change the amount· of eicid measured
out?
(10) What is the normality of the Na.OHsolution?
(11) What weight of sodium hydroxide would each liter of the above base
contain?
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EXPERIMENT21.

TITRATION OF Na.OH1VITHHCl

.

'

.

Obtain a numbered· pipette and·a numbered solution of sodium
hydroxide (storeroom).
Record the numbers of pipette and sample;·
Transfer carefully
(Caution)by
means of.th'e pipette 10 ml. of.
the sodium hydroxide solution to,a·cl~an
125 ml. flask.
(It need not
be dry.)
Add approximately
10 ml. (graduate
o.f distilled
water.
Add
indicator
solution in the amount specified
6n container.
Also make
indicator
test as directed
in Experiment 20. Keep the two. solutions
for
use as-color comparison standards during the experiment.
Titrate
tlie pipetted sample with a standard solution of hydrochloric acid,- which will ,be found in the laboratory
with a burette
attached.
· ·
,
·
Run acid solution drop by drop into the flask,
shaking the
solution after each,add'ition,
until its color is ·in'the transition,.,stage
between the colors ,of basic and acidic solutions,
and one additional:
drop of acid solution wi 11 change the color to that shown by the indicator in acid solution.
Just enough acid has been added to neutralize
the sodium hydroxide.
Re~ord the burette
level, then add another drop
The
of acid to make sure that a correct end point has been recorded.
end point of a titration
is the stage at v.rhich the solution used contains
·a number of equivalent
weights of reagent which is just equal to. the:number'of equivalent
weights of reacting
substance in "the titrated
sample.
-~ ., • Discard the solution in the flask and rinse with distilled
water.·
Add and titrate
a second and a ~hird 10 ml: of sodium hydro~ide solution.
for opinion as to whether your titraShow your results
to ·the· inst·ructor
tions check closely enough.
If they are a·cceptable, ·use the· average of ·
the_ last two to calculate
the normali:l;y of the sodium hydroxide solution.
The normality of the standard solution
is recorded on the acid bottle.
Answer questions,
~ke ·out ·a report ticket and· present- to instructor
with your notes.

r

')

NOTES'
Give standard acid normality
•
·and.calculate
as in Experiment.20.
Report

from the bottle.

of Experiment

Write up notes

21

Number of Na.OHsample
Ml. of HCl solution used
Normality of HCl
Calculated·no~mality
of Na.Of
Pipette No.
·
Name

Date

QUESTIONS
(1)

What ,is the end point
~~.

in'a

titration?,

-
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(2)
(3)
(4).

VVhyis it not necessary
to dry the flask?.
Why are the se:cond and third results_ used
Fill
out the .follovdng tabular
form::

instead

of the

first?

iia.meof

indicator
used
Color in acid solution
Color in basic solution
Transition
color
.

..

..

.
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EXPERIMENT
22.

KINDS OF CHErvIICAL
CHANGE
"'

C0MBINATI0N
'
Recall the reac~ioh
between copper-and sulfur
Repeat· the last pa.rt of·that·experiment
if necessary
memory. Answer question (.1).
· ·

·,

in Experiment 4.
to refresh your

, DECOMPOSITION
f~om the storeroom.
Obtain a small amount _of mercuric.oxide
Heat in a small test·tube.
(Hood) Observe any changes which occur.
Test with a glowing splinter • .Answer questions (2) and_ (3).

DISPLACEMENT

(R-173) Place a s~ll
nail or similar piece of iron in a test
solution (shelf).
Set aside and
tube and add 3 ml. of ~opper sulfate
observe after 30 minutes or more. This reaction is used commercially.
in Utah and Montana to obtain copper from mine waters.
Answer. questions (4) am (5.).
,
.

DOUBLE
DECOMPOSITION

(R•l 73)
Prepare the following tabie on left hand page• ·M5_:x
pairs ~-of' solutions
as indicated and record your observations
in the
table.
If in any no change is notea.., ''repeat·· in the· presence of the in..stru:ctor.
_use 3- riil •. portions.
Ba.Cl2 , AgN03 , NH4 Cl., CuS04 and K4Fe(CN)6 ,
solutions
will be found on side shelf.
Note the odor r,iven off ~rom
first
pair. , W'arni s lie;htly if. you cannot detect an odor.

-

'

First
Soiution

.•

,Second .
Solution ..

NH,1_Cl

Na.OH

dilute

dilute

HCl

. ·.,

BaCl::,

· dilute

-

'

..

1'Jli:40H
;

,

-

..

-

H2S04.

dilute

HCl

FeCl3

dilute

NH40tf_ -

CuS04

.,

Result .of mixin?; two solutions
,.

AgN03

..

. ..

.

.

-~

-·

-- .

... K4Fe(CN)6

(Note: A S?lid or liqu1d which forms in and separates
is called a precip.itite·.).
-

-

. \

i,

~

from a solution

,l

~

The reactions
indicated by, the cna.rt may be considered
.
.,_
f ~.u+·
inary
1.,est s '"ror• NH+
.4, B++
_a, ·so-· 4, Ag_,
J:<·e, Cu.++
(

'\'

.. .i.

prelim-

_
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QUESTIONS
(1)

What evidence" of chemical action did you observe when copper w-a.8'.
dropped into a tube containing boiling sulfur?·
,
•.
(2) What evidence of chemical.reaction.did
you, observe when mercuric'
~xide was heated'2
.
(3) vVhy is this reaction
classed·as· decomposition?'·
(4) What evidence of chemical reEzc~ion did. you observe in the test tube
containing
iron and copper sulrate
s.olution?.
(5) Why is the reaction termed a replacement?
(6 )- Write ·balanced equations (red pencH.,\ left hand page) for the follownotes under each of
ing reactions •. Allow a blank suace for.further
the la.st six equations.
·(Doubl; spac~ the iast six.)
~
(a) Copper+ s~lfur
( b) Mercuric oxide · .. • > ___
.,_
( c') Iron + ·copper sulf~te
),
(d) .Ammoniumchloride + sodium hydroxide
--,___
+
(e) Hydrochloric acid + ammonium hydro?Cide __ ,,_ _____ -,..--(f)
Barium chloride + sulfuric
acid---~--"-+
( g) Silver, nitrate
+ hydrochloric acid
➔ ___
-.,.-( h) Ferric chloride+
annnonium hydroxide
~ ___
+
(i)
Copper sulfate
+,potassium ferrocyanide
> ___
-+__ _
(Note.that
the "'ferrocyanide radical Fe(CN)6 acts as a unit with
a negative valence of four.)
(7) Under. eac~ formula in•the la.st" six equations write one of the 1 follow-.
ing three words: Acid., Base, Salt. - Acid's contain hydrogen plus
negative atoms or radicals.~
Bases contain hydroxide radical plus
a metal or positive radical.
Salts are formed from the meta.lie or
posit1ve part of a base plus.the negative·part
of an.acid.
(R-1O2)
-(8) Reaction (f) is used a.s a test for the' sul.fate radical.
When so
used., which one of -the solutions
shov:n -in ( .f) would NOT be added'?'
( 9 ) Why? .
.
,
..
,
(10) Reaction (g) is used as a test for ,chlorides.
When so used., which
one of the solutions -shown in (g) w'ould NOT be added?
( 11·) Why'2
.
.
~. (12) If reaction .(h) were used as a test for iron., which o.f the, two
-~ • ··
solutions.would
be used?·
' ( 13) If reaction
( i) were· used as a test. for copper., which of the two
solutions would be·used?
~
t

-====-+

..

"

~1

~-

~~

"'I
C \)

~~:~~\

.
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EXPERIMENT23.

PREPARATION.ANDPROPERTIES OF HYDROGEN.
SULFIDE

-

Place 1 gram of ferrous
sulfide';in
a test tube and add (Hood)
2 'to 3 ml. of .dilute
hydrochloric
acid.
Note the odor of the -gas, but
is pofsonous.
Answer
bear in mind the fact that hydrogen sulfide
question
(1).
Expose to the gas a strip
of filter
paper dipped.in
a solution
of lead nitrate
( or lead acetate}.
Answer quest i'on (2) •
Prepare the following
tabular
fonn on the left hand.page
of
your notes:
·
·

.. .
Solution
tested.

Litmus
Ori~inal

.

'

"'

Test
the results

(a)

(b)
( c)
(d)

the following
in the table.

four

'

reaction
After boiling

I

s-oiutiori.s

,

'

Other
observations

as described

below,

and record
,t ;-.
,., ·1-\

Saturated
hydrogen
Dilute hydrochloric
Dilute nitric
acid
.Annnoniumhydroxide

,

...

sulfide
solJtion.
acid solution.
(Desk)
solution~
-(Desk)
so.lution.
' (Desk)
r

Prepare the hydrogen sulf'ide
solution
in the following
manner:
Use an 8-inch gl~ss tube, fire polished
at both ends.
Attach the tube
outlet
of the laboratory
supply tank of hydrogen sulfide;
Bub'l:?.le
to
hydrogen sulfide
through 25 ml. of distilled
water in a. sma11 beaker
until the water is saturated
with the gas.· ·
.
Test each solution
with litmus fe.per, then boil each-solution
ten
("boiling
chip") in
minutes.
A small clean piece of unglazed porcelain
possible.
Note odors o_f vapors given
a solution 'wil~ make ~smooth boiling
off from time tc>"
time.
Try to detel"I!line in each case whether it is possible to boil until
nothing. but pure_water
remains of~the solution
in
the beaker. - Answer questions
(3), (4), ~d {5).

an_

QUESTIONS '

(1)

l

~

•·

Describe what you observed ,~hen dilute
hydrochloric
acid was
poured over· ferrous
sulfide.
,,
(2) Give instructions
for using lead nitrate
to test a gas for the
presence
of hydrogen sulfide.
Include-description
of result.
(3) If hydrogen sulfide,
hydrochloric
acid, nitric
acid, and·ammoniuin hydroxide
solutions
were each boiled for ·a long time, end some
liquid -remained,
in which cases might the ..residue
be pure water?
( 4)_ (R-185, last paragraph)
What does the reference
indicate
about the
possibility
of boiling
HCl. completely
out of a sqlution?
·
(5 ). Write equations
for the preparation
of hydrogen sulfide
and the
,test.
(Left hand page)
·
lead nitrate

v

'-~'
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EXPERIMENT24.

CARBONAND-CAR.BON
DIOXIDE

Obtain a 250 ml. Florence flask,
stopper and funnel (storeroom
temporary)
•
··
·
(a)
Detection
of, carbon dioxide.
" Pass a: curr,ent of CO2 from your breath,_into
a 10 ml. -of clear calcium ·hydroxide
solution
(shelf)
(filter
if necessary)
contained
in a test
Formation of the precipitate
constitutes
'one method of detecting
tube.
the presence
of,.co 2 • Answer (1).,,_
_
(Any
Fil-ter the mixture 'and test the residue ·ror carbonates.
carbonate
will effervesce
when treated·with·any
acid.)
'Answer (2).
_ J(b)
Decomposition
of.limestone.
PlacE;. 2 grruns of calcium carbonate
(limestone)
(shelf)" in.a
flask fitted
w~th a rubbe~ stopper,
fllllilel and bent delivery
tube.
Allow the deli ve'ry tube t-o dip beneath the surface
of 10 ml. of clear
calc:tlllll hydroxide
solution
(shelf)
in,a test tube.
Pour 25 ml. dHute
HCl into the flask.
Answer (3) •
Evaporate
on a watch glass a small portion
of the solution
from
Ans,ver ( 4) and (5).
the flask.
(c)
Reducing-action
of carbon..
,
Mix 0.5 gram of powdered charcoal
(shelf)
with 2 grams of copper
oxide (locker)
and plaoe them in the bottom.of
a Pyrex test tube.
Clamp
~he tube in a horizontal
position
with a delivery
tube extenli.ng
into
calcium hydroxi~e
solution
in a test· tube.
Ilea.t the :Pyrex -~ube until
..
cnemical reaction
has continued
for 10 minutes.
Note color change where
Remove the end of the delivery
tube from the water.
·tube was hottest.·
Answer'(6)
and(7).
\"°
\

__..,
... ~, "I

NOTES

.f

Write

equations
( left hand page) for the follo\ving
reactions:
Carbon dioxide plus calcium hydroxide
solution •
. Limestone plus dilute
hydrochloric
acid.
.- CuO heated with .carbon.
Sketch (left.hand
page) the apparatus
used in (b) and ( c) •

Q.UESTIONS
.,_

(1)
(2)
( 3)
{4)
( 5 )"
( 6)
(7)

Describe the precipitate~
Give- re·sult of test for carbonates.
What. happens when the acid i_s added?.
Describe the residue.
Nrune the substance.
Describe -and changes_ observed inside the Pyrex tube.
Describe any changes observed in the tube contaihing
' hydroxide
solution.

calcium
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EXPERil.IBNT
25.

DETERMINATIONOF THE SOLUBILITY OF A SALT

Obtain "Apparatus, Experiment 25",and a numbered salt sample
(storeroom - temporary).
Place the· clean evaporating dish on- a porcelain triangle
and heat
and·weigh.
it gently for 5 minutes.
Allow it to.cool to· room.temperature
· Place about 15 grams of the salt sample in a 100 ml. beaker, add
50 ml. of distille<! water.,. s:t;ir thoroughiy., and heat.· the mixture ju~t to
all dissolved..
If salt all disboiling until the salt has practically
solves more must be added until undissolved sait remains.
This insures
a saturated solution.
Set the beaker in a pan of cofd tap water to cool
the solution.
This cooling.is
greatly hastened by stirring
the solution
to encourage heat transfer.
Record the room-temperature as recorded by
your thermometer~
When 'the beaker is cool to your hand., adjust the temperature of the water Jn the pan to room temperature.by
the_ addition of
hot or cold water as -needed. In observing the temperature of the solu~ion,,
wipe the thermometer dry with a clean towel before immersing the thermometer in the· solution·.
To stir the salt solution and the tap water in
rods.
Do not e:t:1ploy.the therm.omete'r
the pan use separate clean stirring
as a stirring-rod.
Wait:until
the solution has cooled to room temperature.
Rinse your pipette with two- separate portions of the salt ·soluti_on. -·
transfer
10 ml. of solution (without crystals)
to
,By means· of the pipette,
the weighed porcelai'n dish.
Immediately take the temperature of salt soluremoval of the 10 ml. _portion.
tion remaining in the be~ker aiter·the
Evaporate the solution in the evaporating dish to dryness on·a
...,.
water ·bath. When the evaporation is complete., place the dish, on a· por. celain triangle
and heat it ce.utiously with a small flame, holding the
to prevent local
burner in the hand and moving the flame continually
over-heating.
Interrupt
the heating if.the
salt beg~ns to melt.
Heat
for _5 minute periods to constant weight.

NOTES
Record all weighings and temperatures
on ·right hand p:tge.
Calculate ·the solubility
of _salt in grams· per liter of solution
· · •
·
( left hand page) • 1
Make out ticket as follows.
The '.instructor
will identify your
salt for you.
Report of Exp. 25.
,.-

t

.,..

Weight of dish +- salt
Weight_ of di.sh
Temperature of sample·
Solubility
of

Na.me

Date
QUESTIONS

( 1)

(2)

At the time of ;ampling, ,·is the salt solution undersaturated,
saturated
or supersaturated?
How do you know this?
In which direction
did the solubility
of your salt change with
decrease of temperature?~
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EXPERIMENT
2.6•

PREPARATION
OF POTASSIUM
NITRATE .

Weigh on the r(ugh balance 20 grams of crude KCl (shelf) and 22
grams of crude NaN03·· shelf}.
Place these salts together in a 100 ml.
beaker, add 50 ml. of water and heat the mixture to boiling.
When
the hot solution
practically
all of the solid matter has dissolved filter
into a clean 250 ml. beaker.
Discard the residue which consists of
impurities.
allowing tap water to run
Cool the filtrate
to 20~C. by carefully
(Do not permit the tap water to dilute
over the outside of the beaker.
the solution in the beaker.)
Set the beaker aside for a few- minutes and
answer questions (1), (2), and (3), using the following table as a
source of information.
Since you use only half'this
amount of water,
make a similar table (left page notebook) using only half.these
quantities.

.
·Solute

~

Solubility
in grams per
100 ml. of water at
100°c
20°c
35

Potassium chloride
Sodium nitrate
Potassium nitrate
Sodium chloride

88

32'
36

57

180
247
40

Decant the solution into a clean beaker and dry the crystals w:i.th
(Decant means pour off the liquid, leavsuction in a Buechner funnel.
ing the sediment.)
A considerable
amount of potassium nitrate
remains in solution.
Evap?rate th~solution
on a wire gauze over a burner to'appro~imately
half its original volume. The crysta:ls which appear at this point are
sodium chloride.
Filter the hot solution immediately.
Answer question
( 4).
..
•Discard sodium chloride and cool the filtrate
as before;
·Collect
. and dry another crop of crystals but do not mix with the first..
Dissolve
equal amount (about size of a match head) from each crop in equal amounts
of water and add silver nitrate
solution to each. The amounts of precip•
itates indicates a.mounts of chloride present.
Compare_the two results.t
Answer questions (5) and (6)..
·
·Place both crops of
Weigh each crop of crystals
(rough balance).
crystals
(KN0 ) in jar labeled "student preparation".
Answer (7), (8),
3
(9), (10), and (11).
\

NOTES
Complete the reversible

equation:

KCl t _NaN0
3
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QUESTIONS.
~-

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

What substance crystalizes
out at this pointi
.
What substances .remain in solution?
Why do they remain in soltltion1
·
Why does sodium chloride crystalize
out before ~y other substance
' ·, ·
in the hot solut'ion'l
(5) Which group of crystals contains the ·greater proportion of chlorides?
., · ..
( 6) Which group of ,crystalJ is the purer?
(7) Record the weights of two crops or''"crystals.
(8) Did the two crystalizations
remove all of' the potassium nitrate'!'
( 9) Give the reason f'or the last answer;
' ,
.
(10) If 16 grams of.potassium nitrate
will dissolve i'n 50 ml. of water
at 20 C and 27.4 grams can be prepared theoretically
from the
quantities
of raw materials
used, }:low.manygrams"should crystalize
out in the first
crop'2
. l ·.. • t
.
(11) Give possible sources of error if your':i'irst
crop diff'ered from
·
·,
•
this amount.
~

r

.

.

'

.
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EXPERIMENT27.

VvATER
.ANDHYDRATES
...,

....

r

'

...

·Obtain "Apparatus - for Experiment
27 11 {storerool'D: .. tenpora'.ry) •
(a)
Place a crystal
of sodium sulfate
(Na2S04HOH20) and a
granule
of a~ydrous
calcium chloride
(CaCl2) (_storeroom) 'in separate
clean., dry labeled
beakers.
Leave the beakers exposed to the air until
·Then .answer.
you have completed the other-:, parts of this experiment.
questi'ons
(11) to (15) inclusive.
(b)
Purification
of water by distillation.
1
Assemble thJ apparatus
·as shown in sketch.
The wide
mouth bottle
contains
cold ·
water 'to cool the test tube.
Note that 1the. test tube has no
stopper.
Place about 40 ml. of
water in the 125 ml. flask.
Add a· few' crystals.
of potassium permanganate
(locker)
and
over about 5 ,m~. of''
distill
solution
into the test·tube
•
.Answer· ( 1) and ( 2).
·
Place a small crystal
of iodine' ( storeroom)
in the
flask still,
add about 40 ·ml;;
of water. a:nd distill
as before.
Answer (3) and (4).
·
Place 15 ml. of dilute
HCl and 15 ml. of water in the flask,still.
Distill
over about 5 ml. as
before.·
Devise a test to indicate
the presence
or absence of. HCl in the
'distillate•
Answer '( 5) and ( 6) •
(c)
De'composition
of hydrates.
Heat ~ently approximately
2 grams of· copper sulfate
pentahydrate
(blue vitriol)
in a porcelain
casserole
·until a grayish-vrhite
powder is
water., heating
if
obtained
(equation).
Dissolve
the powder in 5 ml.,of
asid~, until
crystallization
occurs,
necessary.
Set the solution
(equation~
R-115).
Warm separately
in dry·test"tubes
approximately
one half gram each
of the following
substances:
barium chloride,
potassium nitrate
(locker),
magnesium sulfate,
and potassium
dichromate
(shelf).
In each case note
whether moisture
collects
in the cooler ·end of _the test' tube during heat.:.
ing.
Answer (I)., (8)., (9)., and (10).
-

..
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

...,

QUESTIONS··

What evidence
is there as to whether any po~assium permanganate
over?
'•,·
distilied
Is potassium
permanganate
in water
volatile
or non-volatile·
impurity?° ·
What evidence
is there as to whether any iodine _disti Ued over?
o~____,
a. non-volatile
impurity?
Is iodine in water a 'volatile

a

has
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(5)
.(6)
( 7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
( 12)
(13)
(14)

(15)

Describe your test
of the dj_st~llate
and the results.
Which type of impurity
(volatile
or non-volatile)
is no longer
present
in the distillat'e.
Give results
of._heating
each of the four substances.
(Observations only)
,
Give concl,lsion
in each case as to whether the·subs'tance
is.a. hydrate.
·Does melting
prove .ti1e presence
of a hydrate?
.
water in the cooler end. of the test tube
Does. the collection'·of'
in this test distinguish
definitely
between water ·of hydration
and
mere moisture
in the sample?
Compare the'final
a.ppearance·of
ea.ch salt with its original
appearfor each action.
ance.
Give an.equation
lilfuich salt was deliquescent?
· Which e.fflorescent?
What was the ·moisture
sour·ce on the· deliquescent
salt?
What happened to the water of hydration-during
efflorescence?.
Explain each of the actions
in terms of vapor pressure.
·

..
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FORMULA
OF A HYDRATE

EXPERIMENT
28 •

.

Obtain "Apparatus, Exp. 28" (storeroom - s.emi-permanent).
The
fruit jar is to be used to keep the crucible and sample dry. Heat the
Remove the crucible from the flame by means of
crucible 15 minutes.
Hereafter handle the crucrucible toftgs and put it-in the fruit jar.
balance
cible with the tongs only. Weigh the crucible on the analytical
when it has cooled to room temperature.
Heat and weigh again.
When
not
constant weight has·been reached (two successive weighings differing
·· over .0005 gram.)# obtain a sample of gypsum (storeroom.).
·Place it in
the crucible and weigh at once. Then heat to constant weight.
Begin
heat'ing very cautiously with crucible cover in place.
Gradually heat to
redness'and
continue heating for1one hour, cool in the ja.r and weigh.
Thereafter heat.for
20 minute periods with the cover ·ajar, followed by
cooling and weighing.
Do not discard the residue.
.
.
Calculate the moles of water per mole of calcium. sulfate.
(GypPresent report ticket to instrucsum is a hydrate of calcium sulfate.)
tor with your notes and the crucible plus residue., in the ja.r.
NOTES
hand page:

·Sample right

wt. of crucible

number 285

8.4564 g.

gypsum

9.4432~g.

Yft. of crucible+
residue
(heated one hour)
Wt. o~ crucible+
residue
(heated 80 minutes)

9.2385 g.

"Wt. of

Sample left

crucible ♦

9.2382 g.

hand pagei

Wt. of crucible+
gypsum
wt. of crucible
Vft. of· gypsum sample
Constant wt• of crucible
Wt. of crucible
Wt. of CaS04
wt. of gypsum sample
Yft. of CaS04
·wt. of water lost

9.4432
8.4564
o.9868

+ CaS04 9.2382
8.4564
o.1a18

o.9868
o, 781§.
0.2050

If X: no. of moles of water combined with 1 mole of paso 4 ,
Then X

= 0.2025
H20

x CaS04
0.7818

= 1.980

moles water per mole of CaS04.

1
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Sample report

ticket:
Report for Exp No.

28

8.4564 g~
Wt. of crucible ••••••••••••••••
9.4432 g.
Wt. of crucible+
gypsum~••••••
9.2382 g.
residue ••••••
Wt. of crucible~
1.980
Moles of H2o per mole ,CaS04 ••••
Date______
Name_---'~=------

Q,uestions
(1)
(2)
(3)

Why is the crucible hanaled with tongs?
Why is the crucible kept in the jar while cooling?
Why must constant weight be obtained?
Whatrdoes it" indicate?

.,

·-

..
r'
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EXPERIMENT 29 •

PREPARATION
OF CHLORINE

Get 5 pieces of starch iodide paper from the storeroom.
This
is paper treated with-starch
ruid potassium iodide, and is a convenient
~eans of providing a mixture of starch and potassium iodide for test
purposes.
· Place a pinch of each of the following in separate test tubes:
manganese dioxide, lead dioxide (locke~, potassium chlorate and silicon dioxide (shelf).
Take the four tubes to the hood. Add 2 ml. of concentrated
hydrochloric acid to the manganese dioxide.
Note results.
Keep those tubes
treated
(with HCl) some distance from untreated tubes.
Moisten a piece
of starch iodide paper with distilled
water,. and hold. in the mouth of the
tube.
(Keep unused starch iodide pa.per away from the hood.)
Tabulate
your observations
as
follows:
(Left
ha.nd·"page~
.
■

Substance
tested
l\.'langanese
dioxide

,,

Results of addin~ concentrated
HCl
Color and odor of gas
Effect of gas upon
starch iodide paper

-===

Test blank
Potassium
chlorate
Lead dioxide
Silicon
dioxide

~

For purposes of comparison, make a blamk test
concentrated
hydrochloric
acid to an empty test tube
starch iodide paper on the mouth of the tube.
This
given by HCl alone, without free chlorine.
Repeat· the original
experiment with the other
at a time.
Record all results.
(R-174)

by adding 2 ml.
and hold moist
shows the results
three

tubes,

one

QUESTIONS
(1)

Which of the oxygen compounds react.ed with HCl to give of'f free
chlorine'/
,
(2) Which of the same compounds would have given off oxygen if heated
alone?
(See Exp. 7.)
(3) State the apparent relation
between the results
of the two
experiments •.
(4). Write equations for the reactions
in which chlorine was liberated.
(Left hand page) (R-166)
·
(5) Write equation for the reaction of chlorine with potassium iodide.
(Left hand page.)
(R-174)
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PROPERTIES'OF
THEHALOGENS

EXPERIMENT 30.

!

Obtain or prepare the required solutions as follows:
Bromine; Use bromine water from the side shelf.
Potassium bromide; Dissoive 3 or 4 crystals
(locker) in 8 ml. water.
Chlorine;
Use chlorine water .(fresh) from side shelf.
Iodine;
Use a small crystal :(locker).
Heat this in a test tube in
10 ml. of water. Divide the solution into equal portions,
.
with no solid residue, in two test tubes.
Potassium iodide;
Dissolve 3 or 4 crystals
(locker) in 12 ml. of·
water.
Divide in 3 equal portions.
Label 3 test tubes as follows:
(1) 5 ml. ether;
(2) 10 ml.
carbon tetrachloride;
(3) 5 ml. carbon disulfide.
Obtain these from
the storeroom and stopper the tubes to prevent evaporation.
Show. to
Carry out the experiments indicated in the tables.
the instructor
the results obtained by shaking bromine water with
(ether, carbon disulfide,
carbon
each of the· three organic liquids
tetrachloride).
Make labeled sketches of the results of these three
and indicate colors and positions
of the substances in the three
test tubes.
NOTES

Use the following
Solution
used
(4 ml.)

,,
,•

form for recording

results:

(left

hand page)

.

Rasul t of shaking with
l ml. ether
l ml. carbon
1 ml. carbon
disulfide
tetrachloride
b

Bromine
Potassium
bromide
Potassium
bromide+
I
Iodine
Potassium
iodide

chlorine

.

'·
,
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Solution
used (4 ml.)
Iodine

Result

of adding starch
(2 ml.)

solution

'

Potassium
iodide
Bromine

-

,:,

"

Potassium
iodide + bromine

QUESTIONS

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
( 6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

How does the solubility
of bromine in water compare with its
in
solubility
(a) ether,
(b) carbon disulfide,
(c) carbon tetrachloride?
Law., (S-52)
State the Distribution
and the distribution
What is the relation between solubilities
of bromin~ between layers?
(S-52)
Compare the activities
of chlorine,
bromine and iodine towards
metals?
·
What proof is there that a chemical change took place when
chlorine water was added to potassium bromide solution'l
Compare the solubility
of iodine in organic solvents with its
. solubility
in water .•
Describe a test for free iodine.
Describe a test for combined iodine (test for an iodide).
Memorandum:, three labeled sketches (left hand page).
Complete the.f'ollowing
equations (left hand page, rod pencil):
KBr + Clf
KI

+ Br2

>
-~
➔
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EXPERIMENT31.

PREPARATIONAND PROPERTIES OF HYDROGENCHLORIDE

Place a pinch--of sodium,chloride
(shelf) in.a. test tube •. Add
just"enough concentrated
sulfuric
acid to cover the chloride.
Note
odor. · Answer ( 1) and· ( 2) •
Blow across the mouth of the tube.
Answer (3) and (4).
Lower a glass rod which has been dipped.in a solution o:r
ammonium hydroxide into the tube., avoiding contact with the solution
or the sides o:r the, ;tube. Answer (5).
'
Repeat/ using a tube containing• sulfuric
acid only (vrithout
sodium chloride).
Answer (6)., (7).,,and (8).
·
· Note: Ammonia reacts virith several gases., mostly ac'idic in
character,
in the sake manner that it reacts with hydrogen chlor'ide.
· Answer (9)~ ,(10)., and (11);
0

~UESTIONS~

~-

Wh'at visual evidence wasithere of chemical.reaction?
Describe the~odor.
What result was visible when you blew'across
the. mouth of the
tube?
·
·
( 4). ~xplain the result •. (~-185)
.
(5) Describe the result.of
lowering the ammonium hydroxide into the
tube containing sulfuric ..acid plus sodium chloride.
(6) Describe the result of lowering tha ammonium hydroxide into the
tube containing sulfuric acid.
(7) Is sulfuric
acid volatile
at or near ordinary temperatures?
(8) What gas· is . given o:rf from ammoniumhyd°Jh5xide solution?
(9) Give a test for the~ presence of hydrogen 'chloride in the air o:r
the room.
·
J
(10) Is the test speci_fic?
Why?
. ( 11-) Write equations as follOlvs (Left hand page)~
Preparation
of hydrogen chloride,
Liberation
of ammonia,
,. Reaction between the two gas·es.
(1)
(2)
(3)
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EXPERU.ENT 32

PROPERTIES OF ·suLFURIC ANDNITRIC ACIDS

Put a drop or two of concentrated
sulfuric
acid (desk) on 0.5 g.
of· sugar in a test t·ube. Answer (1)., (2), and ( 3).
To 2 or 3 ml. of concentrated
sulfuric
acid (desk) add a small
pinch of sulfur (shelf).
Heat carefully
(hood).
Note odor.
Note what
happens (action., changes of appearance,
including volumes).
Answer (4).
To 2 or 3 ml. of concentrated
sulfuric
acid (desk) add a small
piece of copper foil or·turnings
(shelf).
Heat·carefully
(hood).
Note
odor and what happens.
(Ansvrer ( 5). ·
To 2 or -3 ml. of concentrated
sulfuric
acid (desk) add a small
Heat carefully
(hood).
Note odor and what happens.
piece of charcoal.
Answer ( 6).
Test for the sulfate radical:
To 3 ml. of solution to be tested
add 3 ml. of barium chloride solution
(shelf).
To this mixture add
gradually 10 ml. of concentrated
hydrochloric
acid (desk) and if a precipitate
had been formed in the previous step., note whether it dissolves.
Test the following solutions:
(a) Dilute sulfuric
acid, (b) Distilled
water, (c) Any other
compound containing S04--,- (shelf).
Answer (7).
To 2 or 3 ml. of concentrated
nitric
acid (desk) add l gram of
sulfur (shelf).
Boil carefully
(hood) for 2 or 3 minutes.
Carefully
pour the clear liquid into another test tube., dilute•with
5 ml. water
·and test for the sulfate radical.
Answer (8) and (9).

QUESTIONS
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8.)
(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)

Describe the appearance of'the sugar after addition of sulfuric
acid.
Give formula of beet or cane sugar.
(R-434)
Vvha.telements does sulfuric
acid remove from sugar?
(R-277)
Describe what you saw and smelled as a result of heating sulfuric
acid with'.' sulfur.
·
Describe what you saw and smelled as a result of heating sulfuric
acid with-charcoal.
Describe what you saw and smelled as a result
of heating sulfuric
acid with copper.
Describe the results
of the two tests for sulfate radical.
(Tell what you saw.)
Describe what you saw and _smelled as a result of boiling nitric
acid
with sulfur.
the clear liquid.
Interpret
result·.
Give result of testing
Write the following equations
(left hand page, R-272, 268, 353).
Sugar-plus sulfuric
acid
Sulfur plus sulfuric
acid
Copper plus sulfuric
acid
Charcoal plus sulfuric
acid
>
Barium chloride plus sulfuric
acid --'Sulfur plus nitric
acid
1
/'fuich of the above are oxidation-reduction
reactions?
Which substances are the oxidizing agents?
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EXPERIMENT
33.

IONIC EQ.UILIBRIUM

Recall from an earlier
experiment the rule for shift ·of equilibrium by change in concentration.
Water solutions
of electrolytes
are
in a state of equilibrium
as shown by the equation:

Dissolve about 0.5 g. of•cupric bromide (locker)
in the least
possible amount of water.
(Use stirr.in.g rod.)
2.'he brownish yellow
molecules of the salt.
Dilute
color is the color of the undissociated
to ligrrc
very slowly and note the color change to green and finally
blue.
Remembering that at great dilution
salts are as a.rule almost
completely ionized, answer (1) and (2).
·
Prepare again a little
of-the green solution .(about 3 ml.).
Add a few crystals
of solid potassium bromide (or any soluble bromide)
until you note a definite
color change.
Answer (3) in terms of the
rule for equilibrium
shift.
·
To a little
more of the green solution add drops of silver nitrate
· solution
(shelf) until there is no more precipitation.This decreases
·
the bromine ions.
(Silver bromide is only slightly
soluble.)
Answer
( 4).
By observing side shelf solutions,
or by making dilute solutions
of your Oi'Vll from storeroom salts,
determine the color of the following
ions.
Record in chart on left hand page. Be sure you give ion color,
not the color of the free element.

Ion

Color

Color

Ion

Na+

M.n04~

Ni++

Cr204:--:-:~

Fe+++

cr+-·t+

co++

Pb++

r-

A1+++

. Mn++

When a
of a slightly
is depressed,
by a weak base
librium is:

-

S04--

strongly dissociating
electrolyte
is added to a solution
dissociating
substance the ionization
of tlie weaker one
if the two have a common ion.
This can be illustrated
because it ionizes so slightly.
The ionization
equi-

Now if ammonium chloride
(which ionizes
of
is a great increase in the concentration

freely)

NH4
ions.

is added there
This increases
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NH4

the opportunities
for contact between the
ions and the.OH- ions so
of the reaction
to the left.,
that there is a great increase in the velocity
This ties up many OH- ions in the
forming molecular a.rrnn:~niumhydroxide.
molecular ammonium hydroxide and the solution rapidly becomes less basic.
can be shown by use of an indiThis decrease in oH- ion concentration
color test.
cator. ,First make an.indicator
To about 5 ml. of dilute ammonium hydroxide add 2 drops· of phenolphthalein
indicator
and note the color.
'Now add dilute acid (any acid)
drop by drop until the least visible
pink color remains •. This is near
the neutral point.
Add another drop or two and answer (5).
The repression
of•the ionization
of ammonium hydroxide is of great
analysis.~
importance in qualitative
Place about 10-·drops of dilute ammonium hydroxide in a small beaker
Add 2 drops of phenolphthalein
and note color.
and add 20 ml. of water.
Now add 1 to 2 g. of solid aJJimoniumchloride and as you stir note the
color change. ,Answer (6).
·Annnoniumhydroxide will precipitate
an hydroxide of magnesium
from any soluble magnesium compound., yet the aci.diti·on of ammonium chloride
of OH- ions so much that
to such a solution reduces the concentration
magnesium hydroxide does not precipitate.
(shelf)
in a test
To about 5 ml. of magnesium chloride solution
Answer (7)., equation
tube add an:~qual ~ount of ammonium hydroxide.
left hand page.
Next add about. 1 g. solid ammonium chloride.
Shake or
stir until dissolved and answer (8).
QUESTIONS

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

What is the color of the cupric ion7
Account for the green color.
Why does the green color change to bro'W!l.?
(Note color of clear
v\lhat is the effect on the equilibrium?
solution after ppt. has settl~d.)
State solution colors for acid., neutral.,
and base when phenolphis used.
thalein
indicator
What does the color change indicate
and what causes this change?
Explain the change.
Explain in term~ of ionic concentrations
just what happens when
ammonium chloride
is added.
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EXPERIMENT
34.

REVIEW'OF RADICALSAND IONS

You have studied preliminary
tests and methods of identifying
·and compounds:
the following ions, radicals,

.-

As a test

review obtain an·unlmown compound (from the instructor)
which may contain any of the above ions, radicals,or compounds and idenUse any tests you have used in your laboratory
work.
tify this'unknovm.
You IDB.yneed to make more than one test to completely identify
an ion,.
(Example: A carbonate treated with an acid will effervesce,
but so will
In this case you would have to prove that the
some other substances.
you do in numbered steps in a
gas given off was CO2.) List everything
table (right hand page) as shown below.
Your grade on this experiment will be a bonus on your laboratory
grade.
It will be determined by the efficiency
you show in making your
identification.
Use as few steps as possible,
but make sure you have
drawn all possible conclusions
from each step, and identified
your unknown as completely as your experience
permits.
Unknown No.
St·ep

-----

o. Tes t·ing F•or ReaPen t Resu lt s

1

Any

H20

2

so 4-

BaCl2

Soluble
None

Indicates

of

p resence

Cone 1usions

None

some
Can eliminate
carbonates
s04-not present

None

I

Continue until. you have completed your identifications,
then
have your record checked and graded.
Use your notebook as a reference.
r

CHECKINGIN LOCKER
Check yo_ur apparatus with the list (Instructor).
Secure from the
storeroom any articles
needed to replace broken of damaged equipment.
When apparatus
is ready t"O check, call
Clean and dry all apparatus.
at the storeroom for a storekeeper
to come into your laboratory
and.·
check your equipment.
Do not ask to have apparatus checked 1mtil the set is complete
and all items clean and dry.
All lockers must be checked in by 4:P.M. on the last regular
day, before the beginning of examination week.
laboratory
Turn in your key.
Students failing
to check in their lockers will be charged
., . .
$1.00 to be taken from their general deposit.
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